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'Preface

Systematic Interviewing Skills Ppdicipant's Workbook: What is it?

This manual contains all of the tbrms and training aids that would typically be distribUted by
the trainer during the training session. It includes material needed for the various training
exercises that will be done during the session and .provides space for note taking.

Systematic Interviewing Skills Participant's Workbook: What is its p rpose?
.

1. To provide a record of the training session experience for you to t e with you.

2. To help you organize the information you will be getting and ma e note taking easier.

3. To provide you with information and response forms you will need in training.

Systematic Interviewing Skills Participant's Workbook: How do I use it? s

The trainer will direct you as to what page to turn to as material is presented and training
exercises are performed. 1

The workbook is yours. Use It to facilitate your learning of Systematic Interviewing Skills

Systematic Interviewing Skills Training: The Process..

The training approach used during this trairdng session is based on a Model that requires the
*liner to till -,--->,derTionstrate > elicit description > elicit action > summarize
> assess which draws on the learning models of learning by Ijstening, learning by observ-
ing, and learning by doing. This will require you to listen > watch > discuss > do.
> assess.

.The components of the training will be covered utilizing the following outline, as appropriate:

I. -Definitioh
II. Rationale

AI. Objectives .

IV. Principle's
V. Demonstration of Non-Facilitative Techniques
VI. Results of Non- Facilitative Techniques

VII. Demonstration of Facilitative Techniques
VIII. Results of Facilitative Techniques

IX. Discrimination Exercises
X. Practice

Xl. SumMary

Group Discussion

. Group discussion is an integral element in the success of theiraining session. Learning 41
be facilitated by you freely expressing your reactions,ldeas, etc.

Have A Learning Experien!
1.

3-
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Introduction to Systematic' Interviewing Skills

, Purpose of Section II
1. To learn about the Systematic Interviewing Skills model.

2. To learn the concerIts orSyiteFnatic Interviewing Skills,.

3. To learn about the,importance of the program. .

4. Too learn about the philosophy of Systematic Interviewing Skills

5:go see an overview of the training program.

6. To lean about the objectives of the training program.

4

General Introduction4
Two general types of interviews:

Type 1) The focus on
Examples include: k

Type 2) The focus is on
Examples include:

Definition of Systematic Interviewing Skills

Major Components of Systematic Interviewing Skills
Systematic Inttrview Programming

Information Whange
Exchanging Information Non-Verbally

Exchanging Information via Verbal Responding

.

The Importance of sQ__tematic Interviewing Skills

Ph1,17sophy of Systematic. Interviewing Skills

4

.()
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Relexarit, Information Awareness Matrix

.1)
Relevant Information from the Interviewee's Perspective

.z,

Known to
- Interviewee,

Not
Known to

Interviewee ,,--.--

Knowri to
Interviewer

. <

e$

Not Known to \
Interviewer ',

- Known .

Dimension ,

. .

Hidden Dimension
(Collection(Collection Area)f,

Blind Dimension
, (Dissemination

Area)

UnknoWn Dimension
(Both Collection

and Dissemination)

4

,.

Known Dimension Information known by

Blind Dimension - Information known by , bdt not by

Hidden Dimension - Information knownby , but not'by

Unknown Diniension - Information not known by

c3 %

t

SD

. , .

1

4

.

-..
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I
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Known to
'to

I nte wee

Not Known
to ,

Interviewee

1

s

411

Initial Phase of
Relevant InformatiOn Awareness ,

Known,to
Interviewer

Not Known to
Illterviewer

Known
Dimension

.
Hidden .

, Dimension.
.

\ Blind ....

Dimension ., ,
Unknown

. Dimension.- -

CO

9
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Objective of
Interviewer/Interviewee Interaction

Known
to

Interviewee

Not Known
to

Interviewee

Known to
interviewer -

I Not Known to
Interviewer

.

.

Known
Dimension

a

,

..

Hidden
Dimension

c.

Unknown
Dimen n . .

. \plindimension
1

Decreasing tt* interviewee's blind dimension: Thii is achieved thriugh effective
I

:Decreasing the hidden dimension: This is achieveclthro),, ghe
4,

ffective 4 ,
Decreasing the unknown di nsion:jhis is achieved thtough

' : .
\-;--- -,/

Sb

Y

rt
\,*

O

4
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Interacting

Three basic ways of interacting with others:

1.

- 2.
a.

1. Playing games example of

2. Talking about the weather is an example'of

interaction.

. 3 Helping others obtain desired objectives is ati example of

4

Do Not Make the Interview O
Do Not Make the Interview a Sociable Conversation--

Do-Make the Interview Helpful Interaction

I

interaction.

The most successful interviewe0s:

An effective

An effective

An effective

An effective

An

1.44,4

4
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I.

Overview of the Trai

Systemati !view Programming

cting the interviewee
ng the interview
ring the interviewsetting

Step I
Step 111

Information Exchangefrffectiveness

Step I Information dissemination
,Step II Information collection

NonVerbal interaction Techniques

Step I Positioning
,Step II Observing
Step III Listening
Step IV Or4nizing

Verbal Responding

. Step I Moment - to-moment responses
1. Continue
2. Restricted-Focus
3. Ex = or-Focus
4. eck
5. fi eclarat

12

Self-Exp ssive
7. Interp =tive

Step II nterac on styles within the interview
1. Listener
2. Th = Interrogator
3. The Explorer
4. The Reflector
5. The-Declarer
6. Thd Self Expresser
7. The Interpreter

ng Components

14

O
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Cobjectif , ...

Systematic Interviewing Skills Training

....-,,
1, To define and teach those basic interviewing skills which influence the quality of informat(on

,exchange within the interview.

2. To expand yotir response options enabling you to become a skilled interactionist in carry-
ing out your major function of exchanging information within the interview.

3. Identify moment-to-moment responses used to collect and disseminate information.

4. Identify-response modes/styles and interaction profiles.
--..")

5: Suggest a response style that will facilitate the most self-expression from the interviewee thus
enhancing the information Exchange process,

6. ProVide a set of tools which will allow you to evaluate your interview behavior.

7. The purpose of this training is not to teach personal adjustment counseling skills. Personal
adjustment counseling requires additional skills beyond those taught in this program. The

focus here is on interviewing not counseling.
P

I

Other Objectives

C

1

4 .

t r

IR.
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Section III

Systematic Interview Programming
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stematic Interview Programming

Purpose of Section III
1 team the' import nce of programming the inteiview in a systematic fashion to build in

.success. '
2.4.0am how to m tivate the interviewee to appear for an inteiview.

3 learn how to pin an inteiview

" 4 Learn- how to structure the inteiview setting to.insure the effective exchange of information.

5 Develop the tools to assess my skill in this area.

.4 I Definition of Systeinatic Interview-Programming

Major steps in programming an interview include:

1;. Attracting the interviewee
2. Planning the inteiview
3 Structuring the inteiview setting

o C

The Importance of Systematic Interview Programming
= There is an infinite variety of "Wrong" strategies and only a few "Ri4ht" strategies.

There is an infinite variety of "Wrong" ways to conduct an inteiview and only a few "Right"
ways.

Systematic Interview Programming enhances your chances of employing "Right': strategies
and conducting an inteiview the "Right" way.

0 17

S
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Step I - Attracting the Interviewee

Definition of Attracting Actions

Importance of Attracting Actions

. Objectives of Attracting Actions

,

No,

18
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Guidelines for Effective Attracting

1 Decide on your mode of communication

2 Decide to whom the invitation will be extended.

3. Be sure the person knows exactly who the interview is with

4 Inform the person of what will happen

5 Inform the person of where the interview will take place

6' Inform the person of how to get to the interview

7 Inform the person of when the interview will take place

8 Inform the person of the general purpose or the why of the interview.

9 Encourage the person to appear by presenting him her a personal reason to appear

10 Get a commitment from the person if you are extending ap invitation in person or by
phone

11 Follow-up if necessary

Other Guidelines

12

13

14

$

6
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Attracting
Exercise I

Mr. /Mrs. /Miss Sam Jones
at \ 10 00 a m /p m on tlY 6

Please be on time.

John Smith
Any Agency
1621 So. Oak Drive
Terrytown,CA -1-

has an appointment with John Sthith

1 Is all the information that answers the who, what, when, where and how indicated in the
appointment slip?

a. Who is the person to see?
b. What kind:of interview is it?
c When is the interview?
d. Where is the interview?
e. How will the person get to the interview/?

. 2. Is the general purptse of the interview described?

3. Have the specific benefits of the appointment for the Gerson been identified?

4. What might be the consequences or results of this ind, of attracting actions?

5. What can be done to improve the attracting 'a Lions of this interviewer?

Grciup Reactions:

20

k
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1 Attracting
Exeycise 2 Pit

Name. Mr Sart lanes TodaVs Date: June 16; 1980

'Appointment: initial incliiclual screening interview.

Purpose. to talk about Our interst.s and how the rehab agency might be
of serviceto you \

Appointment Date: Thursday July 6, 1980 Time 10 00 a in

With Mr John Smith, Stat6 Rehab Agency .`
LoCation: Any Agency

1621 So. Oak Drive
Terrytown, CA
Phone: 511-3232

My office is on the 3rd floor,
room 116. The receptionist
will direct you fo my office
when'ybu arhvef Enclosed is
a map outlining the best route
to the building.

11

Note
Mr Jones, I understand you have been referred to us by Jack Dailey of the
Mimy Clinic He informs me yeluare interested in thp kinds of servicits we might
provide to eligible persons I will look forward to seeing you and discussing with
you what we might be able to. do. Call me if you have aliy.questions--

1 Is aft the information that answers the who, what, when, where and how included in the
appointment slip? .

a Whd'is the person tO see?
b. What kind of interview is it
c When is the interview?
d Where is the intervieW?
e. How will the perion g t to the interview?,

2 Is the general purpose of t interview described?

3. Have the specific benefits of the appokrtment for the person been identified?

4. Wharmight be the consequences or results of this kind of attracting actions?
0/

5. What can be dohe to improve the attracting acbions of this interev:ier?

Group Reactions:

.1 7

O

(.

21
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Attracting . . .

Exercis 3
, ...

Below isa brief sketch ofan indivVual. Assume tAat this, person has peen setup to se you for
an initial interview two weeks from now. Write arrintiliatio4 for an appointment

Joan Jackson is a 17 year old female. She is a spectral education student at the
local high school. She was referred to your'agency/orgbnization.py the high
school counselor, Mr. Sam Little. Someone called for an appointment and
your receptionist made one fOr her at 8:30 a.m. two weeks from today.. .

a

a

°

a

4t

L

_

I

22
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Attracting
,,,Exercise 4

Write a statement you would use to make an appointment for someone you might en-,
. counter in your present line of work. The appointment may be for an initial interview or a later

interview.'

"I

4 4

2

r.

J
11.

t
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Atliacting The Interviewee'
-Self-Assessment Check List

When makirig an appointment fora persdnroome for an interview, I perform the following
1.1e h ayi o rs . -7
', Yes No 'N/A

4

1

2

3.4'
4

5

6

7

8

--r

Consider carefully the mode of communication (whether phone,
written, or in person) that is most appropriate for th6 person being
invited.

Consider carefully to whom the invitation is extended (interviewee,
parents, guardian, spouse, etc ).

Make sure=the person knows exact who the interview is with I

identify myself and my agencylorg&lization clearly r"

Inform the person of what will happen I state thelype of interview
the person is being requested to come for (i e , this is an initial
screening interview)

Inform the person Of where th4nterview'will toke place I am very
precise in stating the interview loCation

Iriform the person of how to get to the interview I give precise
directions of how to get to my location

Inform the person of when the interview will take place Time and
,date are included in fhe invitation

Inform the person of the general purpose or the why of the intervew.
I state exactly why the person is being extended an invitation
(i a, "To talk about how this agency may help you ")

-9 Encourage the person to appear by presenting a personal reason
I stress The benefits or advantages. to the person of attending the
interview.

10 Follow-up I remind the person of the interview just before the
scheduled date..

00'

-J

tix iS
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Step II - Planning The Interview

Definition of Planning
Three types of objectives include:

1 General
2 Specific
3 'Mdment-to-nlorpin-r--
Examples of GeneralObjectivet for the Initial Intertiew

'1 Establish rapport."'"
2 Determine- appropriateness of referral.
3 Obtain interviewee's expectations and identify heeds.,
4 Complete necessary, interview forms.
5 Prescribe Your and your agency's purpose.

Examples of Specific Objectives for the Initial Interview

1 Explore interviewee's history of previous problems that relate to -general objectives
-2. Give interviewee information about a known interest he/she has.
3 Complete forms that are specific !or the interviewee.
.
Examples of Moment-to-Moment Objectiires in an Initial Interview

1. Exploration'of the interviewee's anxiety about being referred to yoUr agency..
2. Exploration of the interviewee's hostility toward authority figures.
3. Exploration of the joys the - interviewee experiences as a result of some ev&t.

The importance of planning

I

20
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Guidelines for Effective Planning

1. Develop a gerieral "gargle plan" which will glide your activities no matter who is being
interviewed.

2. Develop specific objectives for each person as appropriate. . .

: 3 Allow your pre-inteiview objectives to be moMrafed by moment-to-moment objectives
'4 that develop dunng the interview. s,Y--- .

4 Do not become so involved in the content of forms that yoU miss what is really being
communicated. Be aware of what is happening with the interviewee and respond
accordingly.

5 Develop interview objectives Qnd strategies in Written form. ,
*

6 Review objectives OW to eac\bAnterviewee contact.

7 Inform the person of the interview objectives.

8 Be flexible!,

Other Guidelines

9

la
11 .

12.

4

26
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Guidelines for Developing "Game Plan"
. .

1. What are my objectives for this interview?

2. What information do I need from the interviewee to achieve those objectives?

3. What informatiort does the interviewee need from me to achieve those objectives.?

4. What is the most efficient and effective way to collect and disseminate that information?

Condensed Example of "Game Plcin"
1. What are my objectivesior this intervie,v?

a. Determine appropriateness of referral.
b. Establish rapport.
c. Complete intake interview forms.

2. What information do I deed from the interviewee to achieve those objectives?
a. Rerral source.
b-.-eason for referral.
c. The person's expectations.
d. The person's feelings about being referred.
e. Information necessary to complete forms (e.g., personal data, social history, etc.).

3. What information does the interviewee neeci-frorntme to achieve those objectives?

a. My role and function.
b. Description of my agency and its role and function.
c. The interviewee's rights and responsibilities.
d. Confidentiality.

0

4. What isthemostefficient and effective way to collect and disseMinate that information?
a. Ask interviewee to complete part of interview form as appropriate.
b. Give the person a lot of freedom of expression.
c. Ask open-ended instead of closed-ended questions.
d. Attend to and respond to the person's feelings.
e. Talk at the person's level' of comprehension.
f. Be a goocUistener.

I

a.

2

27.
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Planning
Exercise 1

1. Did the interviewer appear to have a systematic interview plan? .

2. What do you think-his objectives were?

3. Did he inform the perion of his objectives?

4. Did the interviewer respondmore to the forms or to the interviewee?

5. Was he flexible?

6. Whdt topics were discussed?

7. Was each topic discussed in depth?

8..What were the interviewer's strong points?

9. In what areas was he weak? List mistakes in effective planning.

10. How would you describe the Interviewer/interviewee relationihip at this point?

11. What might be the consequences of Phis kind of planning?

12. What would you do differently during this interview?

C

k

4

a 7 t

4
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r Planning
Exercise 2

1. Did the interviewer appear to have a syitematic interview plan?

2. What do you think his objectives were?.

3. Did he inform the person of his objectives?

4. Did the interviewer respond more to the forms or h the interviewee?

5 Was he flexible?

6, What. topics were discussed?

7 Was each topic discussed in depth? 4

8. What were the interviewers strong points?

9. In what areas was he weak? List mistakes in effective planning.

10 How would you describe the interviewer /interviewee relationship at this point?

11 Whot might be the consequences of this kindof planning?

12 Wkoat would you do differently during this interview?

t. 29
29



Planning
Exercise 3

List objectives you would Want to achieve with everyone during the initial interview.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. 0

8.

9. Ds

10.

rir

.

30
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Planning
Exercise 4

List major topics you would want to discuss with everyone during thetitial interview in order
to achieve the objectives you have listed above. Place them under the heading "Information
to Give to the Interviewee" and "Int &motion to Get from the Interviewee."

Information to ,

Give to the Interviewee
Information to
Get from the Interviewee

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.
.A"

9.

10.

ft,
31

31
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Planning
Exercise 5

List actions you would want to perform in order to disseminate and collect the jnformation
you.have listed above. ,

What is the most effective and efficient way to exchange information and achieve my
.

objectives? , ,

1. -...10

2. ,
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. 1 i'
9.

10.

.1.

sr
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Planning The Interview Self-Assessment Check List

I perforin the following behaviors ... .

Yes No NA

k

a

1

1. Develop a general "game plan" which guides my activities during
the interview. .

2. 'Have a systematic format which I follow when developing my
general "game plan."

3. When fo ulating my plan, I focus both on the content of theinter-
view, suc as topics that need to be discussed, and process or how
I will go a ut discussing those topics.

4. Develop spe 'fic objectives for the interviewee.
I 4,

5 . Develop my int view objectives and strategies in written form.

6. Review those object § prior to the interview.

7. Inform the interviewee o -Me interview objectives. f

8. Allow my general and Pre-interview objectives to be moderated by
moment-to-moment objectives that develop during the course of

- the interview.

s: s
- r. r

9. Do not become so involved in the content of forms that I miss what
is really being communicated during the interview. I am aware of
what is happening with the interviewee and respond appropriately.

10. Am flexible. I do not rigidly and inflexibly impose my "game plan"
on the interviewee.

33
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Guidelines for Structuring The Interview Setting
tr

4

1. Arrange furniture so as not to have physical bafflers between you and the interviewee.
tPiece chairi opposite each otfier. . 0,

S

2. Whenever possible have'chairs of same or similar type and of equal height. -

3. Assure that furniture is comfortable.
40$ .

) 4. Control noise or distracting_variables, phone calls, knocks at the door, outside noise, etc.

5. Provide a meeting place where ebniidentiality can be assured.

6. Put away things, you do not wish the interviewee to see.

7. Control temperature within the lintervievisetting.

8. Control lighting within the interview setting.

9. Be sure the interview setting is accessible.

10. Personalize the interview setting.

11. Structure the interview time.'

Other Guidelines

12.

.13.

14.

15.

0

U

I
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Structuring '
Exercise 1 -tt-4111

Below is an interview roam where you will be meeting someone for an interview. Lisf the things
that might be done to the room to facilitate an effective exchange of information.

1.

8

36
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Structuring
Exercise 2

,--

Below is an interview room that is prepared to receive interviewees. Compare and contrast
this one with the room on page 00 of your workbook. List the major differences between the
two interview rooms.

1

1

peat desk

.

same size chairs

closed window

clOsed dook

.1.

2.

3.

4.

5:

4

\

,,,

<. ''',.

.' .

r

eil
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-. .
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1.

'2.

3.

4.

5.

tt

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

S.

U

I.

Strucluring
Exercise°3

Exercise 4 'y

4

Exercise 5
List frvattgngs You can-do to change or improve your P-resent 1'16'1+,4E4 setting to ma

. moreeonducive_toinformatdh exchange effectiveness.
.

1.

2.

. 3.

4.

5.

47.
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Structuring The Interview Setting
Self-Asiessment Check List

Prior to an interview, I perform the following behaviors . , .

Yes No .N/A

.1.,/ 1. Arrange furniture so as not to have physical barriers betwepn me
and the person I'm interviewing.

2. Have chairs of same or similar type and of equal height.

3. Make sure the furniture is as comfortable as possible.

4. Control noises or distracting variables suchas phone calls, knocks
at the door, outside poise, etc.

5. Provide a meeting place where confidentiality can be assured.
°

6. Put away, things I do not wish the person to see.

7. Control temperature' within tkg interview setting.

8. Control lighting within)he interview setting.

9. Make sure the interview setting is accessible.

10. Structure the interview time so that sufficient time is allowed
achieve my objectives.

t

go
r.

J
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Systemativinterview Programming .

1. Attracting the Interviewee _)

Mode of communication
To whom . { .-
Who the interview is with
What will happen
Where the interview is.,
How to get there

, When the interview is
Why or purpose of interview
Personal reason to come ,

Personal commitment, if possible
Follow-up

2. Planning the Interview

General "game plan"
Systematic format
Content & process ,., ,

SpecifiC objectives
Written plan
Review
Inform.interviewee
roment-to-moment objectives
erson-Focus vs Form-Focus

Flexible

3. Structoing the Interview Setting

Barriers
Chairs
Distiacting variables

,Confidentiality
Neatness
Temperature
Lighting
Accessibility
Personalize
Time

0

40
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Systematic Interview Programming Format

1. What are my objectives for this interview?

2. What infOrmation does the interviewee need from me to achieve those objectives?

1
3. What information do I need from theNiftrviewee to achieve those objectives?

4. What is the most effsrctive and efficient way to exchange that information?

'\, . Attract the interviewee in a facilitative manner so that he/she comes to the interview with
a positive attitude.

b. Cariy out all the guidelines for effective planning.
.... c. Structure the interview setting-making it conducive to the exchange of information.

a .

to

: .

..,
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Section IV

Information Exchange During
the Interview Process

-
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Information Exchange During the interview Process

Purpose of Sectian IV
1. Learn the importance of information dissemination.

2. Learn the types of information helpfurto give during the interview.

3. Learn a,helpfuLstyle of disseminating information.

M. Ledm the types of information necessary to collect during the-interview.;

5. Learn a helpful information collection style.

Is

o V

\ 0

4

$

..- , Y
1, . ... .

0

Definition of Information Exchange

Importance of Information Exchange

Objectives of InforMation Exchange

,/

43
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Step I - InformationDissemination

Coo

Definition of Information Dissemination
I

Majot Information Dissemination Categories

Role &.function of your agency/organization/section ,..
Ybur role & function
Interviewee rights t
Interviewee responsibilities )

Importance of Information Dissemination

\\.

46

. Objectives of Information Dissemination

1
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I

Summary of Meeting with Dr. Fairfack .

co,
.

Dr. Fdtrface appeared to be an extremely efficient and intelligent person. He literally whisked
me through the interview. He used a lot of words I did not understand, but I was afraid to ask
him what he meant as I didn't want to appear stupid. What bothered me the most was that he
kept referring to me as being in "refraction status" - I gotta look that up When, I get home.
Although Dr. Fairface was quite friendly he wasn't a real human kind of person. That was kind of
a relief though, him being an analyst and all. I was a little concerned that Ve would nut me on
the couch and start asking about my s x life. After talking to him I'm not sure he was a regula(
kind of analyst. It may just be some ty e,of title. On the other hand he did ask a lot of questions
that you wouldn't, ask just anyone Things like my financiat situation, relationships with my
family, bois, what my interests w e and all. I may have told him some things I shouldn't have
about my finances. I'm i uble if he is affiliated wifh.IRS.

He told Ine what his agency, The Government Emplo*es Restoration and Growth Agency,
was about in general terms. He said basically their goal was to get professional government
people into situations where they can make their greatest contribution and more fully realize
their intellectual, emotional, and physical potential. That sounds fin, but I'm not real sure what
he means in more r5ractical terms. He more or less suggested that this was a voluntary type of
thinddidn't come right out and say itbut then he told me he had made an appointment
for me with the State Health and Fitness Department for a complete work-up. I guess I will go
along with him for a while until I can find out just how much influence this guy has.

He covered 'some of the things it was possible for him to provide for me if I am selected,
. ' based on his work-up of my profile. He talked about being able to place me in a profession

most suited to my talents and being able to provide education to that end. I'm not'sure if he
Meant a short-course, night school, or what. He also, mentioned "supportive services" such as
encounter groups, a jogging program, and health foods and their contribution to overall
effectiveness and independence. I think he is a health food nit.

Basically those are the main points I got out of it. frnay have missed some things as I was
kind of uptight about the whole thing. He said he hoped we would have more time the next
meeting and he would answer my questions. I really need 'to make a list.

List any questions or reactions you might have as a result df your first meeting with Dr. Fairface.

1.
_ .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

s......,

,

./
Objectives of Information DiSsemination
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GUiiilelines for Effective Information Dissemination
During The Intake Interview

1. Explain the role and function of your agency/organization/section.

2. Explain how 'or why the person was referred to your agency/organization/section if
appropriate.

Explain your role and function.

4. Explain tie confidential nature of your rela ionship with the person.

5. Provide the interviewee with information rg rding his/her rights.

6. Explain the contents of any form the p rsonis asked to sign.

7. Explain any actions and responsibilitie (what, why, when, where, how) required of the
interviewee by your agency/organization/section.

8. Ensure that your information dissemination is a vehicle for promoting independence and
interviewee involvement.

9. Communicate information at the interviewee's level of understanding.

10. Avoid presenting too much information at "one shot" in the interview.

11. Present information in a timely fashion.

12. Make sure the interviewee has understood the information provided.

13. Summarize the significant content of the interview discussion as the interview approaches
. its end.

uidelines

15.

16.

48
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Information Dissemination Effectiveness
Exercise 1

1. Did the interviewer appear to have an interview plan? Why?
2. Was he systematic in his approach? Why?
3. How adequately did he explain:

a. His agency's.role and function
b. His role and function
c. Interviewee rights
d. Interviewee responsibilities

4. Was information disseminated in a manner that promoted interviewee involvement antiindependence?

5. How appropriate was-the interviewer's language level when dissemi4ding information?6. Did the interviewer provide information in a well timed fashion?
7. Did the interviewer avoid presenting too much information in "one shot"?
8. Did the interviewer make sure the interviewee understood the information provided? N
9. How did the interviewers information dissemination affect the interviewer/intervieweerelationship?

10. List the strong and weak points in regard to how the interviewer handled this interview.
Strong Points Weak Points

0

11. What might be the consequences of this type of inform o;i'disseminatioh effeCtiveness?
12. In what ways might you have handled this interview d 6tently?

gp

49
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Information Dissemination Effectiiieness
Exercise 2

1. Did the interviewer appear to have an interview plan? Why?'

2. Was he systematic in his approach? Why? 9

3. How adequately did he explain:

a. His agency's role and function

b. His role and function
c. Interviewee rights

d. Interviewee responiibilities

4. Was information disseminated in a manner that promoted intervieweeinvolvement and

independence?

5. How appropriate Was the interviewers language level when disseminating informailOrf?

If). Did the interviewer provide information in a well timed fashion?

7. Did the interviewer avoid presenting too much information in "one shot"?

8. Did the interviewer make sure the interviewee understood the information provided?

9. How did the interviewers information dissemination affect the interviewelinterviewee

relationship?

10. List the strong and weak points in regard to how the interviewer handled this interview.

Strong Points Weak Points

a.

11. What might be the consequences of this type of information dissemination effectiveness?

12. In what ways might you have handled this interview-differently?

VIP

<_
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Review of Guidelines for Information Dissemination

In summary, the following information dissemination guidelines are to be considered when
disseminating information to the interviewee during the intake and subsequent interviews*.

.
1.-Inforfttion is to be provided to the person, to promote independence and to involve

him/her in the decision making process. The interviewee becomes befferbrepareCi tornatfe
appropriate decisions when he/she has sufficient information with which to make those

,decisions. * , .

2. Specific information needed by the person might include: ' .
I. The role and function of your agency/organtzation/section

a. What it is .

b. 'What it is not
c. Eligibility criteria, if any
d. Eligibility, process
e. Services provided
f. Potential contribution of services for reaching objectives

g. The referral process

II. Your role and`fLinction
'a. As ari arranger/coordinator of services
b. As a dirgct provider of services
c. As an advocate
d. As d team member

III. Confidentiality

IV. Rights of the person being interviewed
a. Right of appeal
b. The appeal process
c. Right to administrative review
d. Civil rights

V. Responsibilities of the person being interviewed

VI. Other

4

3. The manner in which information is disseminated is important. Henqe, judgement is called
upon to,consider such things as: 4

a. Language level used ,

b. Amount of informcition
c. Timing of information

4. Finally, a summarization of the significant content of the interview discussion might prove
helpful to both you and the person interviewed-

700.

. 4

Summary'

49
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InfonnatiokDissemination

V

What It Is: Providing the interviewee with informatiOn or data ti-tat are not readily
available to im/her. -. a .

. .. ,

What It Does: Enhances th nteiviewee's decision making ability and facilitates effec-
tive joint program planning.

Why It Works: Reduces the lglind dimension of the interviewee's knoWledge and facili-
tates positive relationship. . .

---
How To Do It Know the type.of information needed.bi the interviewee and provide it

while attending to: Language used, amount given, and timing.

When and Throughdut your contact with the interviewee with special emp.hasis'on
Where To Do It: the early phase and especially the initial interview. .

52
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Information Dissemination Self-Assessment Guide

During my interviews, I perform the following ...
Yes No N/A

ti

1. Explain the role and function Anyagency/organization/section.

2. Explain how or why the interviewee was referred to my agency/
organization /section.

ft.
3. Explain my role and function.

4. Explain the confidential nature of the interview.

.. Explain the rights ofye interviewee.

6. Explain the contents of any form I ask the interviewee to sign,

7. Explain the actions and responsibilities required of the interviewee.

8. Make every effort to ensure that the information I give is for the
purpose of promoting independence and invoNement.

9. Communicate information at the interviewee's level of under-
standingT

10. Avoid presenting too much information at ''one shot."

11. Provide information in a well-timed fashion.

12. Make surf: the interviewee has understood the information provided.

13. Summarize the significant content of the interview discussion as
the interview approaches its end.

5

ti
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Systematic Interview Programming FOrmat

1. What are my objectives for this Interview?

2.' What information.does the interviewee need from me to achieve those objectives?
a._Specific topics developed such,as role and fUnction of my agency/organization, my

role and function, interviewee's rights and responsibilities, etc.

3. What information do I need,from the interviewee to achieve those objectives?

4. What is the most effectiv,/and efficient way to exchange that information? _
a. Attract the interviewfte in a facilitative manner so that he/she comes to the interview with

a positive attitude:
b. Carry out all the guidelines for effective planning.
c. Structure theiriterview setting making it conducive to the exchange of information.
d. When dissethinating information attend to language level used, amount of information

in one_shot, timing, and interviewee's comprehension of the information.

O

4
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.Relevant Information Awareness

Known to,
Inteiviewee-

Not Known
to Inteiviewee

/

r 0

I

t

KnoWn to
I nteiviewer

Not Known to
Interviewer

2
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Dimension
Known Dimension
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'Step II - Infqpnafion Collection Duting the Interview° Process

Definition of Information Collection

The Importance of Effective Information Collection

0".

As,

4
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Guidelines for Effectivormation Collection

1. Know what you want ro achieve during the interview.

2. Review any available pre-interview information on a person prior.to the interview. That
review of already available information ran provide a basis for developing an interview
plan for a particular person. 4

3. It is unnecessary to collect every conceivable piece of information about the interviewee
in order to get, a full understanding of him/her.

4 A piece of informationpportant to collect if it will help you understand the interviewee.

5. Avoid a "facts with minimum meaning". infornation collection approach.

6. Facts often gamin significances through rrditional exploration Of related interviewee
feelings, actions, and thinking.

7 Systematic explbration of relevant topic areas during the interview increases the likelihood
that you will obtain "factual information with maximum meaning,"

8 You will more likely learn more relevant information about the infetviewee if,while interview-
ing, you often covertly ask yourself questions about the person which tend to guide your
focus. For example:
a. "What do I know about the interviewee?"
b. "What,do I need to know about the interviewee?"

'9. Use questions vOth moderation during the interview.

10. When you already have information about the interviewee, pretendi g not to possess such
can be counter-productrve.

Other Guidelines

t1.

12.

13.
O

(
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Information CollectionEffectiveness
Exercise 1

1. Did the inteiviewer appear to have a systematic plan?

2. What major topiCs did the interviewer and interviewee discuss?

3. Were the topics discussed in depth?

4. What major topic did the inteiviewer ignore that you would have covered?

5. To what degree do you think the inteiviewer "knows" the interviewee based on his infor-
mation collection effectiveness?

6. List the strong and weak points ii1 regard to how the interviewer handled this interview.

Strong Points Weak Points

4,

7. What might be the consequences of this type of information collection effectiveness?

8. In what ways might you have handled this interview differently?

56
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Information Collection Effectiveness
Exercise 2

1. Did the interviewer appear to have a systematic plan?
1.2.

what major topics'clid the interviewer and interviewee discuss?

3. Were ttle topics discussed in depth?

4. What major topic did the interviewer ignore that you would,have covered?

5. To what degree do you think the interviewer "knows" the interviewee based on his infor-
mation colledtion effectiveness?

6. List the strong and weak`points in regard to how the interviewer handled this interview.

Strong Points Weak Points

7. What might be the consequences of this type of information collection effectiveness?*

8. In what ways alight yoir have handled this interview differently/?

et*
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Information Collection Categories
and Sub-topics for the Initial Interview

53
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Rehabilitation Counselor
Collection Categories & Sub-topics

I. Referral

1. Referral source
2. Client expectations
3. Client feelings
4. Previous contact
5. Previous services
6. Current contact with other

agencies
7. Services from other agencies

II. Disability/Medical*

1. Disability
2. Multiple disability?
3. Duration
4. Stability
5. Previous or current treatment
6. Employment limitations
7. Daily functioning
8. Client feelings

III. Social

1. Marital status
2. Living arrangement
3. Dependents
4. Family members attitude
5. Support from non-family
6. Satisfaction with living

arrangements .
7. Satisfaction with social life
8. Leisure activities

IV. Economic

1. Primary source of support
2. Other lources of support
3. Unpaid debts
4. Additional sources of support in

the future
5. Medical insurance
6. Client feelings

\1-

V. Work History
.

1. Most recent work
2. Weekly earnings for above
3. Length of employment for above
4. Satisfaction with work
5. Performance on job
6. Feelings associated with above
7. Reason for termination
8. 2-7 for previous employment
9. Ability to get along with

supervisor(s)
10. Ability to get along with

co-workers
11. Present employment status
12. Length of present status
1'3. Job seeking behavior

VI. Vocational Goals

1. Vocational motivation
2. Vocational Objective
3. Reason for vocational objective
4. Client's perception of ability to

achieve vocationcil'objective
5. Other vocational goals
6. Long range vocational planning

VII. Education

4. Highest grade completed
2. If not high school graduate, why?
3. If not high school graduate, has

client passed high school
° equivalency exam?

4. Dislikes about school
5. Favorite subjects
6. Non-favorite subjects
7. Grades
8. Previous vocational training
9. Reaction to vocational training

10. Client feelings

53
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Review of Guidelines for Information Collection.

Often it is helpful to oblcin a comprehensive understanding of the interviewee during the
interview. That understanding is greatly a function of your ability to achieve the objectives
found in your interview plan. Although, you do not have to colleceevery conceivable piece of
information about a person, obtain as much information as possible relevant to the achieve-
ment.of your objectiv s. 4

More relevant in rmation will be yielded through your interviews if you:

1. Can, discriminate- between relevant and irrelevant information to collect
2. Have a pre/-intake interview plan,
3. Systeniafcally explore relevant topic areas,
4. Ask rel ant questions at appropriate times but do not act like a "grand inquisitor,"
5. Avoi a "facts with minimum Fneaning" information collection approach.
6. Foci itate the development oKrapport by allowing the interviewee sufficient freedom to

)(press him /herself within a logically structured interview. How to do that will be the focus of
our next two sections Non Verbal and Verbal Interaction Techniques.

s
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Information Collection Self-Assessment Guide

Duringmy interviews, I do the following:

Yes No N/A

1. Review all available pre-interview information on the interviewee
prior to the interview.

4 2. Follow a systematic plan that includes a list of topics to be dis-
cussed with the interviewee.

3. Collect onlythat information which will help me develop an under-
standing of the person'I'm interviewing.

- 4. Know what information is important and what is not.

5. Avoid= "facts with minimum meaning" information collection
approach.

6. Explore the interviewee's feelings, actions, and thinking that relate
to the facts being gathered.

7. Systematically explore all relevant topics in depth.

8. Avoid a "shot-gun" approach.

9. Ask myself covert questions to ure indepth exploration of topics.

10. Use questions in moderation.

It Do not ask for information when I already have it.

o.

12. Remain flexible.

61
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Systematic Interview Programming Format

What are my objectives for this interview?

2. What information does the interviewee need from me to achieve those objectiVeerSpecifid
topics developed in section III.

3. What information do I need from the interviewee to achieve those objectives? Specific topics
developed in section IV.

4. What is the most effective and efficient way to exchange that informatiork?

a. Attract the interviewee in a facilitative manner so that he/she comes to the interview with
a positive attitude.

b: Carty out all the guidelines for effective planning.
C. Structure the interview setting making it conducive to the exchange of information.
d. When disseminatingciting information attend to language level used, amount of information in

one shot, timing, and interviewee's comprehension of the information.
e. When collecting information, be selective, avoid a facts with minimum meaning ap-

proach, be systematic, and use questions in moderation.

ti
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Relevant Information Awareness

Known to
Intbrviewee

Not Known
to Interviewee

e"

Known to
Interviewer

Not Known to
interviewer

°Hidden

Kdown Dimension
Dimension

.

.
Unknown

Dimension
Blind Dimension
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Section V

Exchanging Information via
Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques

(
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Non-Verbal interaction Techniques

s. Purpose ctif Section V 4

1. To learn about a set of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques that serve to initiate the helping
process'and facilitate' the exchange of information.

2. To learn the skills of exchanging igformation in a non-verbal fashion.,

3. To learn the skills of facilitating the information exchange process.

4. To contrast the impact of effective and non-effective use Of Non-Verbal Interaction
Techniques.

5. To practice Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques.

Definition of NonVerbal Interaction Techniques

Steps

1. Positioning - posturing the body
2. Observing - seeing The interviewee's non-verbal communication
3. Listening - hearing the interviewee's verbal responses
4. Organizing'- labeling and describing what you have seen land heard and deciding anlilk

choosing how to verbally respond to the interviewee

pi*

Importance of Non-Verbal Inferaction Techniques
'What we are speaks so loudly people may not hear.whatwe say'

O

O

Objectives of Non Verbal interactia Techniques

65
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Step I - Positioning Techniques

Definition of Positioning 1

Importance.of Facilitative Positioning

Objectives of Positioning

664
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Guide e, for Facilitative Positioning

,
1. Put aside what you are doing and give the interviewee your full attention.
2. Establish a proper,distance between you and thtrinterviewee.

3. Face the peison squarely.

4. Lean or rotate you body toward the person.

5. Develop eye-contact.

6. Assume and maintain an "open" posture.

7. Maintain'a relaxed manner..

8. Refrain from distracting movement.

9. There are special positioning considerations for certain types of interviewees.

Other Guidelines

11.

12.

13.

1.

2.
1 0

3.

4.

.5.

6.
/7.

:8.

Possible Restate of Non-Facilitative Positioning
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'Discriminating Between Effective
and Non-Effective Positioning

"..efr'r Ai? roa

t11. Is the above position helpful or non-helpful?
/2. Why?

.0;

.
it,

,;

1. Is the 'above position helpful or non-helpful?
2. Why?

, 68
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is The above position helpful or non-helpful?
2. Why?

.

4

o

.44
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412.rimmor....._

1. Is the above position helpful or non-helpful?

,

2. Why? m Nei
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Step II - Observing The Interviewee

Definition of Observing

Importance of Observing

Objectives of Obierving

V"'

0

0

4.

0

O



GLI:delines for Facilitative Observing

1. Look at the interviewee's Positioning.

Look at the person's grooming:

3. eook for the person's level of activity,

4. Look at the person's gestures.

-5. Look at facial expressions.v.
- 6. Look for feelings.

7. Look for plttem n the person's non-verbal communication.

8. Non-Verbal cues should present you with hypotheses to be checked out with interviewee.

Other Guidelines

9.

10.

11.

12.

71
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Observing
Exercise 1

1. Is there.any evidence that the interviewer practiced effective Observing?

2. -What major mistakes did he make?

3. What are some things you learnedbout the, interviewee just by observing him?

4. What might be the possible results of this type of Observing?

Exercise 2

1. Isthere any evidence that the interviewer practiced effective Observing?

2. What major mistakes did he make?

3. What are some things you' learned 'about the interviewee just by observing him?

4. What might be the possible results of this type of Observing?

s-g
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Observing
Exercise 3

- Discriminating Between Descriptive Data
& Inferences/Hypotheses

Check ch of the following as:

a. Desc tive Data .

b. Inference or Hypothesis

1. tapping foot
2. friendly pers9n

3. slumping in chair

4. depressed, unhappy

5.,strange person

6. blue tie, orange shirt, patched blue-jeans

7. walking, draggipg foot and limping

8. crazy as.a bessie-bug

9. ready to be intimate
10. smiling, looking into my eyes, holding out hand

Exercise 4

Observations of Trainer

1.

3.

4.'

1

5.

6.

7.

8.

u.

9.

10.

.1

41.
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Step III - Listening Techniques

9

Definition of Listening

Importance of Listening

Objectives of Listening

/

o

No.

01.

74
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Guidelines for Effective Listening

1. Resist internal distractions.

2. Initially suspend judgement.

3. Have' goals for ListpAg.

4. Listen to the actual words of the speakerthat describe the situation he/she is talking about.

5. Listen for a description of what the speaker says to him/herself about the situation.

6. Listen for feelings. I.

7. Listen for a description of the person's behavioral actions in a situation.

8. Listen for the speakers major area of concern.
9. Listen for Nmmon themes.

10. Listen to the speakers tone of voice.
11, Be aware of any inconsistencies in the speakers communication.

1

12. Communicate your attentiveness.

13. Wait before responding verbally.

Other Guidelines
14.

,

15.

16.

17.

..

.
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a

r
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. Listening
Exercise 1

1. Is there any evidence that the interviewer practiced effective Listening?-

2. What major mistakes did he make?

3. Vihich of the guidelines for effective Listening can you be sure he performed?

4. What are some things you learned about the interviewee just by listening to her?

5. What might be the results of this type of Listening?

e . 4

Exercise 2

11. Is there any evidence that the interviewer practiced effective Listening?

2. What major mistakes did he make?

3. Which of the guidelines for effective Listening can you be airele performed?
e

4. Wriat are some things you learned about the interviewee just, by listening_to her?

5. What might be the results of this type of Listening?

(

O

A.



Listening Practice Exercise

Discussion Topics:

1. Interracial marriagesgood or bad? Why?
2. Premarital and extramarital sex. Acceptable or not? Why?
3. Double sex standards for men and women..For or against? Why?
4. Equal employment opportunities-for men and women.

Discussion Questions:

1. Was it difficult to listen to the other person? If so, why?
2. Did you have difficulty formulating your thoughts and listening at the same time?
3. Did you experience any of the-signs of making judgements?
4 Were you able to feed back to the Speaker what you heard without any inconsistencies?

S.

77
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Guidelines for Effective Organizing

1. Behaviorally orient your interview. Va

2. Be aware.of the multi-modal aspects of the person's behayjar.

3. Describe the event which the person.is communicating about.

4. Describe what the persons says to him/herself about the event.

5. Describe any affective response the person experiences.

6. Describe the 'person's overt actions.

7. Focus your attenfton on the most dominant dimensions of behavior and decide what to
respond to.

8. Choose the most facilitative verbal-response to make.

Other Guidelines

9.

10.

11.

12,

It

)1.

4,

0
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Behavioral Response Classes

Sensory Cognitive Emotional Somatic/motor.
Responses Responses *- -Responses Responses

0.

Sensing

What a person, sees,

Thinking

WhOt a person says

Feeling

Haw a person feels

Acting
t,

The overt action; per-
hears, etc. to self abbut what he/

she sees and hears
forme4by th*' person

.aer

',Notes:

st

I

"1

ago

t

1,

I
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Organizing
. Exercise 1

1. Is there evidence that suggest the interviewer practicdci effective Organizing?

a

2. f so, what is it?
4'

3: What major mistakes did she'make?
14

4. Which of the guidelines for effective Organizing did she perform?

5. Which ones did she ignore?
.. .

. , i
6. What might be the results (of this kind of Organizing actions?

. .

J

Exercise .2.
a

1. Is there eVidencerihat suggest the interviewer Oracticed effective Organizing?

2. so ,what is it?

- 3. What maidr mistakes did she make?

4. Which qf the guidelOes for effective Organizing did she perform?

Jo

5. Which o° shejgniere?
. a.

6. What might be the results of this kind of Or'ganizing actions?

8j
--
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Speaker-Topics

"I am most happy whenever

I get most angry'. whenever

I get scared whenever
ca

I get sad whenever

My most disappointing moment was when

My happiest moment was when

My saddest moment was when

My most tfrrifying moment was when

C

4
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Guide for Effective Organizing

Organizing
Exercise 3

%Weil and Observe th$ 4)egker very attentively.
2. Wheneaker has finished talking utilize the guide below to process what you have seenand heard.

;.

You &lay nothchte infcirrnation fol- every area, but try to -describe as many as possible.
b. Describe the everit'SPeaker is talking, about: What has he/she seen, heard, etc.

4v

,b. Describe any affecttvd reaction either mentioned by Speaker or observed by you:
happy

14
, sad ,

4

ct
f mad _,

scared
-_

confused -
indifferent

c. Detdribe any actions either mentioned by Speaker or observed by you:4 ..
, . ,

.
.7 .,, 4cl:''besclibe &maker's-thoughts about thd

revent: What ii.he/she saying about the event?(i.e., assumptions,- beliefs, expectations, etc) .SI
..

' a
1,

:

. 4.9
O

04

9 ae

a

I

eo.

4

e
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Summary of Section V

Putting It Together

1. A set of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques has been introduced that serves to initiate the

- helping process and facilitate the exchange of information within fh@ interview. They are:

Positioning

attention
distance
face squarely
incling body toward

.eye-contact
open-posture
relaxed
no distracting movements

Observing

person's positioning
grooming
level of activity
gestures
facial expressions
feelings

e - patterns

-

. : 4
2. Remember you can exchange a gread dial of information without everSdying a word. You

collect much inforenation through the Observing and Listening techniques. You dis-

seminatemuch information by the way you position, observe and listen.

.

Listening

no internal distractions
'suspend judgment
goals
actual words
self-talk
feelings
actions
area of concern
themes
tone of voice
inconsistencies
attentiveness
wait

Organizing

behaviorally oriented
multi-modal behavior.
sensory responses
cognitive responses
affective responses
somatic/motor responses
dominant dimensions
choose verbal responses

. verbally respond

3. The information, however, must be arranged and organized Into s2me fashion to be

meaningful. Organizing techniques facilitate that process.

4. The ouf'comes of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques are obvious. You can respond, non-

verbally, in a helpful or non - helpful way.'You can facilitate or retard the information ex-

-change process without, saying anything.

&. You retard the information exchange process by:
.

a. F9cing away from the 'person you are interviewing.

b. Trunk lean and rotation of the body would not be toward the person.

Crossing the legs and/or raiding the arms -assuming a closed position.

d. Being too tense or too relaxed. Extremes.

e. Not establishing eyebontact.
f. Not even looking toward the person.

g, Not knowing what to look for in Observing. -

h: Missing the interviewee's non-verbal communication.

i. Not taking, precautions against distractigns:

'

84 .
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j. Making judgements about what the person is saying before he/she finishes talking.
k. Interrupting a lot.
I. Not hcNng goals or reasons for Listening. .,

m. Not communicating that you are liStening by facial expressions, smiling, hand gestures,
'head nodding, etR
Not having a syslematic_methodio_organizeiheinforination collected.

6. The consequences' Of these behavior& of course, are:

a, No involvement. e -

Disinterest and non - concern communicated.
c You won't really see or hear the interviewed.
d. You will not understand the person.
e. You will not prepared to respond verbally to theinterview.
f Verbal response will be noh-helpful.

g Interaction will be either destructive or friendly discussion; most likely destructive.
h Information exchange will be on a superficial level.
i. The interviewee will most likely see you as ineffective.

7 .

7. But on the other hand, you facilitate the information exchange process py:

a. Puffing aside what yoi; are doing and giving the per'son your total attention.
b. Facing the person squarely.
c. Leaning or rotating your body toward the person.
d. Maintaining a relaxed manner.
e. Lookirig toward the person.

'.4\rivtilaintaining a comfortable distance from the person you are interviewing.
g. aintajning an open postwre.
h. Beigg aware of the person's non- verbdl 'mmunication.

initially suspending judgdment.
frio

j. tornmunicatindbffentiveness by smiling, nodding head, hand gestures, etc:
k. Arranging and organizing collected information into some sort of systematic fashion so

that helpful feedback can be given. .s

The consequences of these behaviors and a good indic Lion that you have been prac-
ticing Facilitative Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques are:

a. There will be involvement.
b. The othercperson will,feel free to talk and exchange information.

.'t: 4 - c. You will. understand the person.
d. You will be prepared to respond verbally at a facilitative level.

,e. Interest and concern will be communicated.,
f. The interviewee will pink you are opeuncl not closed to his/her thinking, feelings, and

actions and willth'grefore share more. 4

g. The hciping process will be set into motion.
-h. The interviewee will see yqu as a significant other., .

i. Informatifori:exdhanges will be more meaningful and relevant.

O

1.

-.
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Interaction Techniques Self -RaHhg-Guide
Part 1 Non-Verbal Behavior Check List

During an interview I perform the following behaviOrs .

Yes No N/A

O

90 .

6

1. Put aside what I 'am doing and give the person my total attention.

2. Establish a proper distance between me and the interviewee' .
. ..

'3.eface the person squarely.

4. Lean or rotate my body toward the person.

5 Develop and maintain eye-contact.

6. Assume and maintain an "open" posture. Do not cross arms and
. legs.

7. Maintain a relaxed position.

8. Refrain from distracting movements (fidgeting, etc.).

9. Observe the person's posturing.

10. Observe the person's personal appearance.

11. Observe an determine thp person's level of activity.

12. Observe the pen's facial expressiohs.

14. Look for and deterrning the, perSon's feelings from the person's
non-verbal communication.

15. Look for perttems in the person's non-verbal communication._ 16. Develop hYdotheses based on'the person's. non-verbal cues.

17. Resist internal distractions. Focus my total attention on the person
and not think about extraneous things.

18: initially suspend judgement; I show none of the evidence of
judgemental thinking such as interrupting, the. person, obvious
affective reactions, etc.' I.;

19, Have goals for listening. I know exactly whaf I am listening for and
listen systematically.

go. Listen to the actual words of the person that describe the situation
he /she is talking about. I hear e,xactlywhat the rson says he/she
sees, hears, senses, etc.

. .

21. Listen (pr a description bf what the person says to self about the
situation being discuped._ 22. Liitenfor'and determine theperson's feelings from his/her Verbal

. : expressions. .. .. . ._ 23; .Listensfor the person's description of his/her behavioral actions in !"--
the situation..

.24. Listen for Cpd focus on the perdih's major area of concern..
,

. " 4 - 44,

4
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_ 25. Listen for common themes in the person's verbal expressions.

26. Listen to person's tone of. voice: volume, intensity, rap'aity, etc.

27. Am aware of any inconsistencies in the person's co unidation
especially between verbal and non-verbal communication.

.

28 Communicate_my_affentiveness_by varied faci9l expressions,X28

smiling, head nods, hand gestures, etc.

29. Wait before responding verbally._ 30. Systernatidally organize, process, and label what the person has
- seen and hedrd in a facilitative manner.

.
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Systematic Interview Programming Forynat

1. What are my objectives for this interview?

2. What information does the interviewee need from me to achieve those objectives?
a. 'Specific topics developed in section III.
b. Knowledge of my.ottitude that demonstrates respect, positive regard, concern, attentive-

ness, involvement, etc.

3. What information do I need from the interviewee to achieve those objectives?
, a. Specific topics developed in section IV.

.b Knowledge of interviewee's attitude, involvement, behavioral responses such as his/her
sensing, thinking, feeling, and,qoting.

4. What is the most effective and efficient way,to exchange that information?

a Attract the interviewee in a facilitative manner so that he/she comes to the interview with
a positive attitude.

b. Carry out all the guidelines for effective planning.
c Structure the interview settirig making it conducive to the exchange of information.
d. When disseknating information attend to the language level used, amount orinfor-

motion in one shot, timing, and interviewee's comprehension of the information.
e. When collecting inforMation, be selective, avoid a ,facts with Minimum meaning

approach, be systematic, and use questions in moderation.
f. Practice effective positioning, observing, listening, and organizing actions.

92
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Relevant Information Awareness

Known to
Iiiternewee

Not Known
to

Interviewee

_

-
Jo'

Tz.

Known to
Interviewer

Not Known
to interviewer

,

f ---Known Dimension

Hidden
Dimension

.

i licknown
- Dimension

.
. .

Blind Dimension

tQ

j.

6

._

+lc

1
0

° 93' °
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Section VI

Exchanging Information
via Verbal Responding'
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Ex Changing Inforhiation via Verbal. Responding'

-Purpose of Secfion VI
1. To learn about Moment-to-Moment Verbal Interaction Techniques that are used most

frequently to collect and disseminate information during an interview.

2. To learn the different uses of Moment-to-Moment Responses.

3. To learn how to identify- Moment-to-Moment Responses that- are used to exckange-
information.

4. To learn about response modes/styles that-Are used most frequently toexchange infor:
Oation during an interview.

5. To learn how taidentify major response modes/styles.

6 To contrast effective and non-effective response modes/styles.

9. To synthesize and integrate everythin eamed up to this point by examining Interaction
Profiles which include total interviews instead of Moment-to-Moment Responses.

8. To piactice a facilitative resporise style.

.1

. /

Definition of Verbal Interactionlechniques

f

.er

411
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Step 1,- yloment-torMoment RespOnses'
. During the interview

Definition of Moment-to-Moment Responses

4

g

,Cortypian Momentzto-Moment Rmonses

.1. The Continue Response
2. The Restricted-FocUs Response
3. The Exploratory-Focus Response
4. Thet heck Response .

5. The Declarative Response
.6. The Self-ExpressNe.Response

. Z. The Interpretive Response -

1

'importance' of Moment -to- Moment, Respopses

Ya
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The Continue Response-
.

Definition:

Common descriptors:

uffending-bOavior
minimal encouragement to talk

Common examples: ,

Verbal: "um-hum"

"Mght"
"yea"

No rWerbal: body posture
head nods
smile
hand gestures

Common uses:

A

if

1.
r A,"4,

r

A:

1
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e
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The Restricted-Focus Resp-Onse

Defintfion: F .

Common descriptors:

a

closed-errcled-questions
binary-focus responses

Common examples:

How old are you?
What is your name?
What is your social security number?
Have you been hereefore? ,"

Importance:

Common Us es:

ss.

C
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The ExploratOry-Focus Response

Definition:

Common descriptors:

open invitation to talk

ti

open-ended questions/statements
non-binary focus responses

Common examples:

Tell me more about . .

VVhado you think about this plan?
Describe the situation to me.
How did it happen?

Importance:

Common uses:

A

1
,

. r
'

,
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the Check Response

Definttlon:

Common descriptors:

reflections

t

yarifications ,

paraphrasihg
restatement

Common examples:

'ms

You mean ....
You're hcippypecause,*you

al understand YOu saying ...
Essentially Men

iMportance:

Common uses:

44

.

#
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Definition:,

r

'.The..Declarative Response

4 %

Comm?n descriptors: -t
.Informing 4 * ti

Statement-of-fact
InstrUctioris . r

' Explanation . ..

Common examples:

Our Agency can do this .

His/her office is located ...
You scored at the 95th percentile ...
To be eligible you_must .

s

'Importance:

_.0

°

Common uses:

,

9 7 I

ti 4
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The SelfExpressive Response

Definition:

Cominon descriptors:

advice .

support- approval- assurance
. opinion

self- disclosure

.

104

Commonxamp les:
i I think you should ..-.

I'm really concerned about you.
Oh, I think you will be okay.
t don't like that.

.
Importance:

Common uses:

:
...,..........
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The Interpretive Response

Definition:

Coornon descriptors:

Interpretations
.

Diagnostic response
Analysis

Common examples:

You. feel and act . becquse you think irrationally (from rational-etinotive theory).

That is a result of oral regressioriprom psychoanalytic theory).

YOur parent has contaminated your adult which has upset your child (from transactional
analysis 'theory).

1. '
Importance:

Common uses:

1
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Identifying Verbal Intelaction Techniques
Moment-fa-Moment Responses

r
Exercise

The purpose of this exercise is to see if you can 'recognize and identliy the types of major
,

Verbal Responses just discussed. This exercise is one step toward helping ,rou bebome aware
of your ownl Morrient-to-Voment Responses and possibly enabling you to expand your

iz:3response repertoire. Read the following interviewer statements dnd then cl ssify the responses

as one of the seven major verbal interaction responses: Continu , Restricted-Focus,
ExploratorrEocus, Check, Declarative, Self-Expressive, or Interpretive. \

Classification Interviewer Response

1. Hello, Joe. How are things going for you today?

2. Urn-hum, I see.

3. What is your social security number?

4. That must have been a bad experience for you.

5. "The experience you are having now is a result of your ego
,states being in conflict.

16. I think you should go ask him first.

7. Go down Short Street three blocks and turn left.

8. Tell me more about that. 1

9. Tell me a little about your family.

10. Is that your major source of support?

11. when that happens you regress back to an earlier stage of
development when things were much simpler.

12. l'thInk you would have a difficult time If you went that route.

13. You're'really angry.

14. I see.

15. That school ranks in the top three In the nation. o

16. Everyone has a bad day.

17. The reason you eat So many Sweets is becauseyou thinkthat
the only way you can get the sweetness you crave from your
spouse.

18. That Job requires ...

19. Yeah, yeah.

20. Now many children .do`you have?, ,t

21. Let's see now you are twenty-eight.yeqrs old.

22. That's why you reach for alcoripi 'each time that happens:
Smoking is another sign that' you basically, have an oral

personality.

0 Y

r
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23. How do you think this agency can help you?

24. My role during this one process will be to ...

25. Are you on medication now?

26. Okay.

27.-1- did the same thing once and the way it turned out for me
was ...

28. You resent it very much.

29. I hear what you are saying, you don't want to.

30. I wouldn't do that if I were you.

31. Go on. 1

32. What grade did you complete in school?

33. The test will have a 50 minute time limit.

34. What do you think about those possibilities?

35. You keep doing that because of your childhood experiences
with people in subways.

101
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Interaction Techniqu4 Classification Form

Response Descriptor Example . Effect

1. Continue Minimal encourage- "Urn-hum"
ment to talk

2. Restricted-Focus Closed-ended
question

3. Exploratory-Focus Open-ended
response

4. Check Reflectbn

5. 'Declarative Informatiq n
'responseti

6. Setf-Expressive

.

7. Interpretive

Advice
Support
Opinion

Analysis
Interpretation

GestOree

"How old are you?"

"How many children
do you have?"

"Tell me more
about..."

"What happened
then?"

"Essentially then ..."

"You mean ..."

"I will do ... for you."

"Our agency can ..."

"This is the way t see

"You do that
because of an un-
controlled ego
state."

Entourages the person
to keep talkipg without
interruption.

Indicate,to the person
that a specific bit of in-
formation is needed.
Limits the person's re-
sponse

Facilitates the person's
elaboration of a point.
Allows the person more
flexibility of expression.

Indicates to the person
that the interviewer un-
derstands what he/she
is saying.

Gives objective infor-
motion of a factual na-
ture to the person. .1

Gives iriforniation from
the interviewer's frame
of reference.

Gives insight and mean-
ing based on theory.



Interaction Techniques Ciiicclion Form: Workshee

Type of Response /
. .

'

1.

.

1

.
.

_

.

- Continue

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

Restricted-
Focus

.

_
.

/
.

. .

1

,
.

.

.

,

.
.

.

Exploratory-
Focus

,

i
.

.

.

.
,

.

. .

Check

1.

.

.

.

.

,

,

Declarative
-.

.

.

,

.
.

.

.

,
,

.

Self-
Eipressive
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Guidelines for the Facilitative Use of,
,Moment-to-Moment 'Responses

1. Use exploratory-focus and check responses to open an int4wiew. ,

2. Use exploratory-focus responses to gather information from the interviewee's Perspective.
#

3. Utilize exploratory-focuvd check responses to break unproductiVe pauses during the
interview.

4. Use exploratory-focus, check, and continue responies frequently to build, strengthen, and
maintain rapport.

.
5 Use exploratory-focus, check, and continue responses when you want to gather additional

informatiqn about a topic being discussed.

6 Use exploratory-focus; check, and continue responses to facilitate inteivieweself-
.

, exploration.

7 Use restricted-focus respdnses to gattr specific pits of information.

8 Use restricted-focus responses to narrow the area of conversation.-

.
9. Use continue responses freely to encourage the interviewee to keep talking without inter-

rupting his/her momentum. r

10. Utilize check responses to communicate your undeVanding of what the other person
is saying.

91. Uge declarative responses to present factual information needed by the interviewee

2 , Mdke your declarative responses as descriptive in character and neutral in tone as
poSsible.

3. Make your declarative responses in a language the interviewee can understand. p

14. When you t ink the interviewee can benefit from information from your own frame of refer-
ence, use s If-expressive responses.

15. Avoid self-expressive responses in the form of inapprgpriate advice.

16. Avoid self-eicpressive responses that communicate low levels of respect and negative
regaid. I

17 When interpretive responses are called for make them at the interviewees level of under-
standing.

Other Guidelines

18.
4

-19.

20.

104
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Using Moment-to-MoMent Responses

' Utilize the
When You Want To Following.ReSponse

I
Examples of How Why

p Open an interview Exploratory -focus "Let's begin by you
telling me what ""
brings you here....

You look a little-
anxious today."

. Check

Focuses interview on
the concerns 'of the
interviewee

Gather information
from the interviewee's
Oerspective

Exploratory-Focus "What are you
thinking right now?"
nell-Fne more
about ..."

Enables you to avoid
imposing your own
diagnostic biases into
the information
process and minimizes
categorical and
labeling biases

To break unpro- Exploratory-focus
ductive pausesGet

. the interviewee to start
talking again offer ai,

, lapSe'in discussion Check .

"Tell me what you
are thinking right
now." .

"You seem to have
a loss for words
right now."

Encourages interviewee
to talk with many ,
'alternatives for selfe
expression

Build, strengtliien,
and maintain t
rapport

Exploratory-Focus

Check

Continue

1Tellme what you
are experiencing
right now."-
It seems fiat you
think you are ..."

"Um-hum"

Communicates atten-
tiveness, interest, k.

concern, involvement,
.

and allows the
interviewee free .

expression thpq focus-
ing the interview on
his/her concerns

Gather additional Exploratory -Focus
information about a
topic bding
discussed Check

Continue

"lb14-zae more
about .. ,"

"Essentially then you
think ...."

"Yea" ,

Facilitates the
interviewee's
elaboration of a point

Facilitate interviewee ExploratoryFocus
self-exploration

ar,

Check

Continue

"Tell me a little about
yourself.'

"You are anbry
because you ..."

"Um-hum"

1.05-

ComQunicates atten-
tiveness, interest,
concern, involvement,
and allows the -

interviewee free
expression thus
focusing the interview
on his/her concerns

/

I



lttllize tti
When You Want To Following Respdnse. Examples of How Why

Gattlr a specific bit Restricted-Focus
of information

"How old are you?" Most direct means of
gathering specific bits
of information

Nar?ow the area e
conversation

Restricted-Focus "How old are you ?" Focuses the
interviewee's attention
on a ceitain.issue

Encourage the Continue "Urn-hum"
interviewee to keep
talking without inter-
rupting his/her
momentum

communicates atten-
tiveness, interest,
concern and
involvement

Communicate Check "You're really tense." Lets the interviewee
understanding so as know you understand
to get additional and encourages
information 'continued talking

Give the interviewee. Declarative "Our agency will
factual objective do this ..."

Gives the interviewee
inforMation- not
readily available
to him/her

To express % Self - Expressive "I think you can Sometimes needed 7
assurance and do it." during helping
support interview.

To disclose Self - Expressive

something about
self to the interviewee.

"I once had that
same experience,

Sometimes needed
during helping
interview

Give the interviewee Self-Expressive - "This is the way I see' Sometimes needed
information .from it." during helping
youi own frame of r interview 40

reference

Expqn the meaning Interpretive "You do that Creates meaning and
of the interviewee's 'because ..." helps provide insight
experience

. .

'All verbal interaction techniques, are used in conjunction wtth facilitative non-verbalinteractionfechnlques.

r
112
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1 V.

Step II - Major RespOnse Styles Diiring.thO Interview,
`-,

Definition of Response Myles'

Information Coll

The Listener
Th.e Interrogator
The 'Explorer
The Reflector

Information Dissemination Styles

The Informer
ThefSeff-Expresser
The Interpreter

r

a

h.

, Importance of Interaction Styles

41-

Objectives of Interaction Styles

107

"1

no,

I

113
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Out of Balance Interaction Styles
Too Much of A Good Thing

The Listener

Information Collection Information Dissemination.
-. .

. . ,
-

,

100
.., ,

. -
. .

90
0 . .

. -
, . ..

80 . ,- .
.0,--

70 v
.

,

'
60

60%
. .

, .
. . .

50
:-

. ,..

461 .
v .

30 .

.

20
-......

. 10% 10%
10 7% 7%

1%

0

." leafihue
.,,estri

`^t'il3rat°FOCUS 1Y. Check Declarative'
Expressive

Interpretiver Focus

ot

Description of The Listener

Possible effect on the interviewee and the interview process

1O9 115
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. Percent

IA

rr

)

The *Interrogator (

ation Collection Information ilssemincitkm

100
i.J,-

90
,

-
.

80

.

70
4

. .

60
60% .

50

.

.

40

30
r

20

,-
.:-/-

/

_
10

0,

10%

-.

10%
' 7% 7%

5%
1% ,

Continue Restricted-
Focus

Exploratory-
Focus

Check Declarative Self-
Expressive

Interpretive'

a

Description of The Interrogator

-7-----
N\

ri

n

. ,.

Possible effect on the interviewee and the interview process , A,
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The Explorer'
7

. -

Percent Information Collection

_/\

Information Dissemination

100 .,'

-,

.\

.
90

. .
,

80,

70

60%
60

50

40

,,
. .

30

20

10

.70

10% '
..

Ii

,

10%
_ . .

5%
7% A 7%

1%

Continue Restncted-
Focus

Exploraloni-
Focus

Check Declarative ' "II'
Expressive

Interpretive
e

Description of the Explorer

Possible effect on the interviewee and the interview process

111
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', Percent

a

S,

41.

The Reflector

Information Collection

"\.

Information Dissemination

100

.
.

,

.

.90

i
80

, .
.

70
,-...) .

60
60% ,

50

40

...or
30

,

- $

201
10

0

1

10%

5%

10% -

7% , 7%

1%

Continue Resiricied-
.Focus

Exp loratory-\.
Focus

\Check Dec !captive Self"
Expressive

,

Interpret fve

Description bf the Reflector

Possible effect on the interviewee and the interview procetf

112
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Information Dissemination Profiles: Response

Modes/Styies of Giving Information

%

1,
The Informer

. I
Information Dissemination.

4.

I

Percent Information Collection
t

100
.

'

90

:. . . .

80

70

.
,

.
, tN

50

40 . .

30 0

20
. 15% A

,-
14%

.

10
3% 3`,710 3% 2%

0

. Continue Restricted-
Focus .

Exploratory-
Focus

Check Declarative Self- \
Expressive

Interpretive
\

4

...

I

Description of The Informer -.

.,..

:oossible effect on the interviewee and the intervjew process

\

4
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Percent

The Self-Expresser

Information Collection `Information Dissemination

100

..90

80 °

$

70

.

, .
,

.

60%

50

,

,

,

.

t 40:
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\---t...... .

*--

..

30

.
gis

.
20

15%

'

14%

10
3V .3% 3% 2%

0

Continue Restrlded-
Focus

Exploratory-
Focus

Check
-

Declarative Self-
Exilressive

Interpretive

Description of The SelfExpresser

Possible effect on the interviewee and the iniejview process
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1

a

Percent

The Interpreter

Information Collection Information Dissemination

100
6

90

0

-.
.

.

i

80

. .

>i

70

60

.

. 60%

50 /

40
. .

.
N.. .

,

30
°

'20
15% 14%

10

0

3%
,

3%
..

3%.
. -

2% '

Continue
.

Restricted,-
. Focus

Exploratory-
Fodus

. Check Declarative Self-
Expressive

Interpretive

r

46

Description of the Interpreter

Possible effect on the interviewee and the interview- process

a.
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Guidelines for: a Facilitative Response Style
,-

. Behold The Facilitator: .

1. Encourage the person to appear fojan interview by practicing facilitative attracting
actions

2. Plan the-interview.

3 Structure the interview setting to. facilitate the information exchantjel5Cess.

4. Assume a position to exchange information in the most effective manner.

5. Observe the person.

6.,Actively Listen to the person. , ..

7 Organize the information you have collected in a systematic fashion.

8. Open the interview with responses that will focus on the concerns of the interviewee.

9 Continue to acilitate the information exchange process by focusing on the concerns of
the interview e.

10 Allow the pers n as many alternatives for self-expression as loossible.\ , ....

11 Facilitate the per on's elaboration of topics.

12 Use responses th tend to widen the interviewee's perceptual field.

13 "Train" fhe intervi wee to freely express him/herself.

14. Establish this "tra ning" ptocess early.

, 15. Build, strengthen, and maintain a positive relationship.

16. Communicate youi attentiveness, concern, and involvement.
* 17. Avoid the use of questions as your only tool for gathering information.

8. Frequently let the person know you are hearing him/her correctly.

/ 19. Communicate your empathic understanding of the person frequently. i.
I, 20. Do not hesitate to clear up your thinking as to what the person relay mean in what he/she

is communicating.
.

21 Break unproductive pauses during the interview with responses that keep the focus on the
interviewee.

22 When factual information is needed by the interviewee utilize declarative responses
appropriately.

23. When information from your own frame of reference seems appropriate, use self-expressive
responses wisely.

24. When interpretations appear appropriate utilize,,interpreilve responses wisely.

122

Other Guidelines

25.

26.

27.

28.

11.6
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Interaction Styles

The Listener "Urn-hum, keep talking

The interrogator: "Are You?" "Did "you?"'Do you?"

The-Explorer: "Tell me more .

The Reflector: "This is how I hear you

The Informer: "Here is, some information."

The SelfExpresser: This is how I see it

The Interpreter This is what it means."

\ Notes:

4

04

9

°

II

git

123
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Suggestions for a Facilitative Interaction Style

Use What When Yo-u Want.To

Planning Actions Guide the interview

4.VW4s '`' c14 How

Enhance chancCg.of ,8ystematic Interview
achieving objectives "".t3rogramming Actions 7

Structuring Actions , Fasters a conducive Eliminates
climate for distractions .

Information
Exchange a

Systematic Interview
PrograMming Action

Y.

Positioning) Engage a person Communicates
attentiveness,
involvem t, &
concern

Posture

Observing Collect non-verbal
information and
communicate
respect

e
Enables you to really Lookat the person
"see" the other

. person

C
Listening

. ,

Collect verbal
;information and
communicate
respect

, Enables you to really Active Listening
"hear" the other Techniques
person

4

Organizing Organize and
process information

Allows you to ysterriaticalty
respond facilitatively organizes information
to the other' person

Exploratory-Focus &
Check Responses

Open the interview Focuses interview on "What can I do foryou
concerns of the 1p. today?"
interviewee You look quite excited

about something,"

,Exploratory-Focus
sleCroonses

Gather information
from the
intervrewee's frame
of reference

Avoids imposing "What do you think
your own biases into about it'?"
information _
gathering process

Continue, Check, & Build, strengtherill Facilitates rapport
E,xploratoryFocus maintain.a positive
Responses relationship

ll 8

"Uh-hum"'
You seem down . 4

today:" ,

"Describe your
'' reaction °

6 e

I
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Use What When You Want to Why How

Continue, Check, & Allow the interviewee Does not restrict "Uh-hum"
Exploratory-Focus as many alternatives expression. "So you don't see it
Responses for self-14171°n Encourages that way."

as poss expression "Describe the
situatidn."

Exploratory-Focus
'Responses

Widens the
interviewee's '

perceptual field

.
Solicit the person's
views, opinions,
thoughts, & feelings

"How do you see it?"

Exploratory-Focus,
Check, & Continue
Responses

Focus on concerns
of the interviewee

0.

Allows interviewee "What do you think
freedom of of it?"
expression "You're really angry

about that."
' "Uh-hutn'"

Exploratory-Focus,
. Check, & Continue
Responses

Facilitate
elaboration of topic

EnCourages
narrative type
responding instead
of short quick
answers

"Tell me more about."
"This is what I hear you
saying .. ."
"Uh-hum"

Exploratory-Focus
Responses

Train the interviewee Encourages
to respond more narrative statements
openly , instead of short

quick answers

Explorbtory-Focus, Set a pattern that
Check, & Continue- facilitates free
Responses expression

14.
Avoids a pattern that
discourages flee
expression

"Describe your
reaction."'

"How did you do/see
that?"
:-"You seep depressed
today."
"Uh-hum"

Exploratory-Focus'
& Check Responses

Avoid questioning
as only tool for -

gathering
information

Allow alternate form's
of information
gathering

"Tell Tne more
about ."

Non Verbal
Interaction
Techniques &
Continue Responses

o municate your
Oen eness,

and
involv ment

Communicates
respect

119

Position, Observe,
Listen, Label, "Uh-hum,"
head nods, hand
gestures

e

125
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se What When You Want to

ti

How

Restricted-Focus Gather strictly Most direct means
factual information

"How old are you?"

Check Responses Let the interviewee Communicates
know how you hear understanding ,

him/her

'What I hear you
saying is ..."

Check Responses ----Clear up your Provides opportunity
thinking as to what to clarify any
tht,interviewee misunderitandjng
means

"Essentially then you
want to ..." .

Exploratory-focus Break unproductive
& Check Responses pauses during

interview

Keeps the focus on
the interviewee god
encourag4s setr"
expression

"What are you thinking
-'right now?"

"You seem a little
confused."

Declarative
Responses

Give factual
. Infdrmation

Provides interviewee
with needed
infolmation not
readily available
to him

"OUr agency can do
this ..."
(Descriptive in
character, neutral in
tone & in a language
person can
understand)

Self- Expressive Give information
Responses from your frame of

_reference
.2

Sometimes helpful
durj9g interview

"You can do it.".(Avoid
advice giving-,
preaclft, blaming,
exhorting, placating,
cajoling,
intellectualizing, etc.)

Interpretive
Responses

Provide
/interpretation

ProYides Insight & -
meaning to the -1

interviewee's
experience

120

"You ... because ..."

Off
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Interaction Techniques Classification Form
.1'

.1 .

Response Descriptor Example Effect ,

1. Continue Mihimalincourage-
merit to talk

"Uh-hum"
. .....

Gestures

2. Restricted-Focus Closed-ended "How old are you?"
question

,w,

3. Exploratory-Focus Open-ended
response

4. Check

5. Declarative

Reflection

Informatiori'
response

6. Self- Expressive ' Advice
Support
Opinion0.

7. Interpretive Analysis
Interpretation

I

"How many children
dO you have?"

:fell Erie more ,

about . . ."

,What happened
then ?"

. "Essentially then ..."

"You mean ..."

"I will do . . . for you."

"Ou. raricy-can..." '

"This is the,way I see
it ..." .

:You do that
because of an
uncontrolled ego
state."

-121

Encourages person to
keep talking without '
interruption.

Indicates to person
that specific bit of
information is needed
limits person's .,,..,

: .
cespbnse.

FaCilitates person's
elaboration of a point.
Allovreperson more
flexibility of expression.

I ,
, <

Indicates to person
that helper under-
stands what he is
saying: 1.

Gives objedtive
information of a factual
nature to'person.

Gives information from
helpers frame of

. reference.

,,
Gives insight and
meaning based on
theory.

al

,

,.

11

W.,

127
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Interaction Techniques Qiassification Form: Worksheet

4

I.

128

Type of Respon\se

Continue

I

Restricted.
Focus

op

Exploratory-
Focus

t.

Check Declarative

.4

Expresilve

/-7

I

4

Interpretive

Total

Percent

122
r
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Continue Restricted-
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Expressive
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InteNiew Profile

Information Collection Information Dissemination

,
.

.
/.

.100

-' 90

80

70

.
,

.

60
. ..

50

/

30
:fr:a , .

k

-
20

,

.

.

10

0

' C 'aptious Resttidd-e ExploraiciY" Check Declarative elf-
Expressive

Interpretive

Draw your profile in accordance with how you believe your profile of I nteractionTechniques
would look for one of your typical interviews. At

(
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Interaction Techniques Si If-Rating Guide
Part II - Verbal Responding

During an interview I perform the following behaviors ...
`-1

Nes No N/A

- ti

1. Open the interview with an open-el question or statement that
focuses on .the concerns of the person.

2. Allow the interviewee as many alternatives for sea-expression as
possible by making open-ended questions and statements,
reflecting my understanding of what the person is saying',,Ond use
short verbal responses such as "uh-huh," "yes," etc. that encour-
age him/her to continue talking.

3. Utilize freely open-ended responses, such as exploratory-focus,
check, and continue responses, to build, strengthen, and main-
tain a positive relationship.

4. Avoid excess use of responses that call for short, quick inter-
viewee res nses that tend to curtail his/her perceptual field and
elaborati of topics.

5. Consciously attempt to establish an early pattern of responding
that facilitates interviewee expression and predominately/use the
open-ended responses of explOratory-toc,Cs, check, and Continue
and avoid 'Predominately using closed-ended questions.

6. Communicate my attentiveness, concern, and involvement by
practicirtg the effective non-verbal techniques of positioning,
observing, listening, and frequently make verbal continue re,
sponses.

114

7. Avoid the use of questions as my only tool for gathering information.

8. Break -unproductives with exploratory-focus .and ,check
responses.

9. Use restrictecf4ocbs responses Only to collect specirniti of infot-
motion or to appropriately narrow the area of 'discussion.

10. Often communicate my understanding of what the person is say-
ing with check responses.

11.Often communicate my understanding of 'what the person is
experiencing.

12. Frequently- verbalize what I think the person is communicating.

.13. -Have a matter-of-tact attitude and tone of voice when giving the
interviewee objective and factual information.

14. Use language the person understands and avoid jargon and con-
fusing terminology.

15. Avoid presenting too much information to the person at "one shot"

16. Provide information in a well-timed fashion.

1 7 Make sure the person understands the Information I provide.
441.

t.
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18. Use supportive, setf-disclosirre, etc. responses when called for.

19. Avoid, giving inappropriate advice.

20. Avoid responses that communicate low levels of respect and
negative regard.

0

132
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Interaction Techniques Classification. Form: Worksheet

Type of Response

Continue

Toki1

Restricted~
Focus

Exploratory-
Focus

##.

Check Declarants SeIR
Eipresshie

Interpretive

Percent
et
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Percent

My Interview Profile in alole.Played Interview
Date:

Information Collection - Information Dissimination

,
100 1

90
..

7

80

70

.
60

50 .

40

.
. ......."

30

1

20 .

10

0

Continue Restricted-
Focus

Exploratory-
Focus

Check Declarative
.

.

Se"'
Expressive

Interpretive

a I
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-interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide
Part I - Non-Verbal Behavior Check List

. During the interview just completed, I performed the following behaviors ...

Yes No , N/A
..,

1. Nit aside what I was doing and gave the person my full attention,

2. Established a proper and comfortable distance between me and
._

the interviewee. -
3. Faced the person squarely. Right shoulder opposite the person's

left shoulder and left shoulder opposite the person's right.

4. Leaned or rotated my body toward the person.

5 Developed and maintained eye contact.

6. Assumed and maintained an "open" posture by avoiding crossing
. my legs, folding my arms, etc.

7. /Maintained a relaxed manner while avoiding rigid posture.

8. Refrained from making distracting movements such as fidgeting.
. 9 Looked at the interviewee's positioning.

10. Looked at the interviewee's grooming.

11. Looked at the interviewee's level of activity.

12. Looked at the interviewee's facial expressions.

13. Looked for feelings expressed by the interviewee.

14. Looked for patterns in the person's non-verbal communication.

15. Developed hypotheses based on my observations to be checked
out with the interviewee., _

16. Resisted internal.distractions. I listened with a clear and open mind
and did northink about extraneous things. ,

17. Initially suspended judgement.

18. Had goals for listening. I knew exactly what I was listening for.

..,19. Listened to the actual words of the person that described the
situation he/she was jalking about; what he/she actually saw,
heard, sensed, etc. .

20. Listened for a description of what the person said to him/herself
about the situation.

21. Listened for the way the person felt.
. 4 22. Listened for the person's description of his/her behavioral actions

in the.situation;what overt action he/she actually did or did not
perform.

_:.._ 23. Listened for the person's motives or intentions in the situation.

24. Listened for the person's major area of concern.

o

-
..

, --
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25. Listened for common themes expressed by the person.
-/-

26. Listened to the person's tone of voice: volume, intensity, rapidity,
etc. .

27. Listened for any inconsistencies in the person's communication.

28. Communicated my attentiveness with varied fa8ial expressions,
smiling, nodding head, hand gestures, etc.

29. Waited before responding verbally. During this "watt period" I

systematically labeled, organized and described to myself what I
had observed and heard. For example, I described in my own
mind, the event the person was talking about, what hg/she said to
him/herself about that event, any feelings.experienced, and the
overt actions performed by the person while focusing on the per-
son's major area of concern.

30. I thought about the verbal response to make to the person and
chose the most facilitative one that would best help me achieve
my objectives for the interview.

.

130
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Interaction Techniques elf-Rating Guide
6 Part II : Verbal Respontling Check List -

During the interview just completed, I performed the following behaviors ...
Yes No NA

.
1. Opened the interview with an open-ended question or statement
. that fotused on the contems of the interviewee.

2. Allowed the person as many alternatives for seff-expression as
possible by making ,open-ended questions, and statement!, re-

- fleeting my understanding cif what he/she was saying, and used
short verbatrespopses such as "uh-huh," "yes," etc. that encpurag-
ed person to.eontinue talking.

3. Freely utilized open-ended responses, such as exploratory-focus,
check, and continue responses, to build, strengthen, and main-
tain a positive relationship.

Avoided excessive use of responsesihat called for short, quick
interviewee 'resporises, that tend to curlail his/her perceptual field
and elaboration of topics.

5. Consciously attempted to establish an early pattern of responding
that facilitated interviewee expression and predominately used
the open-ended responses of exploratory-focus, check, and
Continueand avoided predominately using closed-ended ques-,
tions.

is
6

0

.

/
,b. ,Communicated my affenpeness, concern, ancipolvement by,

practicing the effective nonyeibal techniques of positioning,
observing, listening, and frequently made verbal continue re-
sponses. . .

7. Avoided the use c5f questions as my only,tool for gathering infor-,
0

motion. , . . v i
8. Bro,e unproductive pauses with 'exploratoiy-focus and check

reonses.
9. Used restricted-focus responses only to -collect specific bits of

.required ipformation° or to appropriately narrow the area of
discussion. .- ,,,

"10. -Often communicated
saying with check res

11. Olen communicated
experiencing:"

Frequently verbalized

my understanding of what the person was
ponses.

my' understanding of what the person was

13.

.what I thought the ciersen was communi-
ting.

. .

ad a matter-of-fact attitude pri tone of voice when giving. the
person objective and f6ctual inf tion.

14. Used language the person understood and avoided jargon and
confusing terminology:_ :

, 15. Avoided presenting too much informdtion to the person at "one
shot."

-134
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16. Provided infOrmation in a well timed fashion.

17 Made sire the interviewee understood the information I proAded,

18. Used pportive self-disclosure etr responses when called for4

"'"7- - 019 Avcild Qiving inappropriate advice.

20. Avoide responses that Commuicated low levels of respect' nd,
. negative regard.

o

O

0
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r- Systematic Interview Programming Format

1. What are my objectives for this interview?

2. What information does the interviewee need from me to achieve those objectives?

a. Specific topics developed in section III.
b. Knowledge of my attitude that demonstrates respect, positive regard, concern, afferr-

. tiveness, involvement, etc.

3. What information do l'need from the interviewee to achieve those objectives?

a. Specific topics developed in section IV.
b. Knowledge of interviewee's attitude, involvement, behavioral responses such his/her

-sensing, thinking, feeling, and acting.

4. What is the most effective and efficient way to exchange that information?
.

a., Attract the interviewee in a facilitative mcfnner sc5 that he/she comes to the interview with
a positive attitude

b. Carry out all the guidelines for effective planning.
c. Structure the interview setting flaking, it conducive to the exchange of inform ation. -

d. When disseminating information attend to language level used, amount of irifoimation in.
one' shot, timing, and interviewee's comprehension of the information.

e. When collecting infolTation, bel selective, avoid a facts with minimum meaning ap-
proach, be systematic, and use questions in moderation.

f. Practice effective positioning, observing, listening, and organizing actions:
g. Utilize a facilitative respon§e,style by making moment-tomoment.resporises in a manner

that encourages free expression, openness, topic elabOration\etb.

if

40,

r
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Relevant Information Awareness Matrix

----Known
to

Interviewee

Not
Known

to
Interviewee

. r

Vir

/
r Known to Interviewer

Not Known
to Interviewer

4
. Known Dimension

Hidden
Dimension

Blind Dimension
;tinknown
Dimension

IP
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Systematic Interviewing Skills

I. Systematic Interview Programming

Attracting the Interviewee

1 Mode of
Communication

2. To Whom
3 Who the interview is with
4. What will happen
5 Where the inteiview is
6 How to get there
7. When the inteiview is
8 Why or-purpose of the

interview .
9 Personal reason

to come
10 Personal Commitment
11 Follow-up

Planning the Interview

1. General "Gas.4Plan"
2. Systematic Format
3. Content and Process.
4. Specific Objectives
5. Written Plan
6. Review
7. Inform Interviewee
8. Moment-to-Moment

Objectives
9. Interviewee Focus

vs Form Focus
10 Flexible

o

e

Structuring the Interview Setting

1 Bafflers
2. Chairs
3. Interviewee Comfort
4. Distracting Variables
5. Confidentiality
6 Neatness
7. Temperature
8. Lighting
9. Accessibility

10. Personalizing
11. Time

II. Information Exchange
s

informcition Dissemination Effectiveness

1. -Role and Function of
Agency/Organization/Section

2. Your Role ciriElFunction ,

3. Interviewee Rights
---4-44terviewee Responsibilities

5. Interviewer Style
Language used
Amount of information

_Timing
'Format

r

si

,

)

1.

Information Collection Effectiveness

1._ Information from Section IV'- Step 2
2.Asterviewer Style

Systematic
Selective
Shot-Gun
Open-ended

135
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III. NonVerbal Interaction Techniques

Positioning

1. Attention
2. 'Distance
3. Face squarely
4. Body inclination.,
5. Eye-contact
6. Open-posture
7. Relaxed
8. Distracting movements

Usteniiig
1. Internal distractions
2. Suspend judgement
3. Goals
4. Actual words
5. Self -talk
6 Feelings
7. Actions
8. Area of concern
9. Themes
0. Tone of voice

11. Inconsistencies
12. Attentiveness
13. Wait

4

Observing

1. Interviewee's positioning
2. Personal appearance
3. Levels of activity
4. Gestures
5. Facial expressions
6. Feelings
7. Patterns

Organizing
1. Behaviorally oriented
2. MOlti-modal behavior
3. S0nsory responses
4. Cognitive responses
5. Affective responses
6. Soma is /motor responses
7. Dom ant dirDsions
8. Cho e verbal respbnses

IV. Verbal Responding

Moment-to-Moment Responses

1. Continue Response
2. Restricted-Focus Response
3. Exploratory-Focus Response
4. Check Response
5. Declarative Response
6. Self-Expressive Reip se
7. Interpretive Respo se

1.36-

Response Stiles .

2. The Listener ,
2. The Interrogator
3, The Explorer
4. The Reflector
5. The Ink firmer
6. The Self-Expresser
7. The Interpreter

O

ti
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The Facilitator

1. Start the interview with open-ended responses
2. Gather information from interviewee's perspqctive

.3. Break unproductive pauses by focusing_op-interviewee
4: Build and maintain rapport
5. Gather additional infoiation
6. facilitate interviewee exploratiOri
7. Gather specific bits of information
8. Narrow ttie area of conversation
9. Encourage interviewee talk without interruptions'

10. Communicate understanding °

11. Present objective factudil information
12. Information from one's own frame of reference
13. Interpretations as necessary

137
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Section VII

Where To Now

.)
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. . Step I - Skill Assessment

.._
Exercise I

Com0are the results recorded on the self-assessment foi:ffis found on pages 130-132 with
those on pages 134-138 and answer The following questions:

1. Are there any'discrepancies between what you think you do and what you did do in a role-
played situation?

2. Are you satisfied with the results on pages 134-138?

3. What do you think about your performance?

1r

4. Do you want to maintain your present level of performance or. improve it?

5. Can you implement the skills you have learned here baCk home in real-life situations?

.

\

Exercise 2 - Attitude Assessment

c
1. How will what-1 have learned here help me in my job?

2. How will I apply what I've learned?
.

i

...,..--'

3. What tare some possible things that might prevent me from using what I have learned?

4. How will l- handle those obstacles?

5. What will help me use what 4 have learned?

Skill + Attitude ,.= Effectiveness

11

4 . v

$

.
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Step II - Skill Development ,

Skill Development is an ongoing process.4''

Notes:

...

"......_
/

I

_1

Habit p hange = self- observation, splf-monitori ng, self-eValaation, attention to
details, persistent and extensive practice

Are you willing to develop your skills as an effect' inteiviewer?

148

No
\

Goodbye
-,

Yes_

I"
Turn the Page
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The Stages of Skill Development

Stage 1 - Cognitive Understanding

Stage 2 Converting Practice

Stage 3 - Cognitive-Emotive Dissonance

Stage 4 Persistent & Extensive Practice

Stage 5 - Cognitive-Em Harmony

Stage 6 - Skiltformation

o
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What is Cognitive-Emotive Dissonance?

Cognitive-emotive Dissonance-is when you know how to do the correct thing or best thing
but you feel "wrong" when you do it. The new behavior does not "fit" with you. Hence, you
experience negative feelings in your gut when applying the skill instead of positive feelings,
Y.. ay get confused and frustrated and end up concluding that you can't succeed at the

ew havior and go back to your old habits.

An Example of CognitiveEmotive Dissonance:

You move or vacation for an extended period Japan. You buy a Japanese car while there.
You have had time to develop cognitive un rstanding into Japanese-style driving. You
understand that Japanese cars and traffic are opposite to ours (i.e., the steering wheel is on
the right'side of the car, and in Japan you drive on the left side of the road). In spite of your
knowledge and ability to drive Japanese style (your cognitive understanding) it doesn't feel
"right" doing it. You don't have emotional understanding or the correct normal, natural
emotional feeling for doing it. For several weeks, every time you drove the car, the thinking part
of your brain correctly directed you to drive on the left side of the.road, but the feelingpart of
your brain made you feel strange as if you were doingsomething wrong. So you have a strong
urge to go back to rightsided driving. In fact, if you stop thinking about it, you mayfind yourself
on the right (but wrong) side of the road.

Overcoming Cognitive-Emotive Dissonance
and Developing Cognitivelmotive Harmony

leading to SkiliFormation

Persistent and Extensive Practice

142
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Skill Development - Stage 4
Persistent and Extensive Practice

Step 1 - Behavior Rehearsal Imagery Practice

What is it? Why do it?

Three ways to perform behavioral rehearsal via mental imagery:

1. Without Script - Do the following ten minutes a day for at least three weeks.

a. Picture yourself or fantasize in your mind as vividly and as intensely as you can preparing
fo'r an _interview. Really imagine yourself sitting at your desk planning the interview. You
develop a "game-plan" that includes the topics you_want to discuss to give the inter-
viewee needed information to involve them in the interview and topics that include
information you want to get from the interviewee.

b. Next see yourself structuring the interview setting-so as to facilitate the information ex-
change process.

c. Really imagine very vividly carrying out all of the guidelines covered in Systematic, Inter-

viewing Programming.

d As you carry out *rose guidelines, relax and feel calm.

e. Now really see yourself pra cficipg all of the non-verbal interaction techniques guidelines.
See yourself positioning your body, observing the interviewee, actively listening, and
imagine yourself organizing the data you are collecting in a systematic effective manner.

f. Feel natural as you do this.

g. Now hear and seeyourself responding to the interviewee. Imagine yourself asking open-
. ended .questions, making open-ended,statements while avoiding the excessive use

of closed -ended questions.

h. I magineyourself continuingilae interview utilizing a facilitative response style. Imagine,
it feeling natural to do so. You are feeling calm, relaxed, while determined to practice
your skills.

2. With Script - Develop a script of what you want to see, hear, think, feel, and do during your
interview and record it on tape. Once a day for three weeks play the tape and strongly
imagine yourself doing the things described. The followiniga sample Imagery Script.

Sample Imagery Script .1
a. I have programmed my interview very well. I have encouraged the person's appe rance

for the interview by extending an invitation that provides information that wil acilitate
his/her desire to come. I have structured my office setting in such a manner th t it will be
very conducive to the information exchange process, and I have planned the interview
well. I know all the topics I want to cover with the interviewee to meet my objectives. I feel
good. I feel relaxed and calm. I feel determined to conduct an effective interview.

143 151
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b. The interviewee has arrived nd the interview is in process. liam sitting facing the persc5n
squarely with my body inclin toward him/her. There is a comfortable distance between
us and.' am looking toward the rson as Imaintainlon open.posture. I am very relaxed.
I see myself practicirlg these pose ioning behaviors very clearly.

I am observing a number of things as I listen to the person. I look at his/her level of
activity. I look at gestures, facial expressions and patterns in the person's behavior. I am
picking up a number of cues and have a number of hypotheses to be checked out as to
the person's feelings, thoughts, etc.
_I' have suspended judgements about the. interviewee so that I can really hear and

understand everything-he/she is saying. I know what I'm listening for and I see and hear
myself accurately labeling and organizing the data I'm collecting.

c. I hear myself responding to the interviewee in an open-ended faVon. I see,myself and
hear myself asking open-ended questions, making open-ended statements while avoid-
ing the frequent use of closed-ended questions. I feel calm, relaxed, and determined. I
hear myself giving the person information with responses that are very descriptive in
character and neutral in tone. I'm using language the person understands. I'm very
pleased with my performance.

3. Interviewing Skills Imagery Rehearsal Tape This tape has been developed by the
authors. However, you are encouraged to develop your own so that you may be specific to
the job you do and personalize it more.

Step 2 Behavior Rehearsal Role-play Practice
People I matitiNge to role-play with me

2.

3. t `yam

Available times for rolb2Playing4,

1.

2.

3.

Places to role-play

1.

2.

3.

Step 3 - Behavioral Rehearsal - In Vivo Practice

144
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Behavior Review

Tape Recorder
Microphone
Tapes
Self-Assessment Devices

SelfAssessment Forms To Use With Behavior Review

1. The Systematic Interview Programming Self-AssessmentGuide
2. The Information Dissemination Self-Rating Form
3. The Information Collection'Self-Rating Form
4. The Interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide
5. The Interaction Techniques Classification Form
b. The Interaction Profile Sheet

145
>#-
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Using SelfReinforpement
to Facilitate Skill'DeyeloPment

.14

c

1. If you frequently avoid doing things t t you know willimprove your performance becausd
of any number of reasons (i.e., lack o e, no interest, etc.) you may want to use the follow-
ing self-management methods to en urage yourself to do the practice every day.

2. Select some activity that you highly enjoy and that you tend to do every daysuch as
reading, watching IV, social activities,teating some choice food, etc.

3 Use this activity as a reinforcer or reward by only allowing yourself to engage in it after you
have practiced your skills for that day. Otherwise, no reward.

4. You may also select some activity you find unpleasantsuch arcleaning the bathtub,
washing the car, cleaning all the windows in your home, etc., and penalize yourself by
making yourself perform that activity every day you do not practice.

5. You might want to also arrange with someone to monitor you &it to help you actually carry
out the penalties you set for yourself.

,
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Contintiation of Skill Development and IVIaintenance

1...Next Wednesday or approximately.1/2 week following this session, perform the following
actions:

a. Tape record an interview._ ..

b. Rate your performance using the Self-Rating Forms on pag 156-165 of your Wor ook.

c. Listen to the tape and classify each of your responses utilizing the Interaction Techniqueses

, Classification Form: Worksheet on page 166 of your Workbook.
. .

d. Do a profile of your interaction style on page 167 of your Workbook.

a Analyze your performance in terms of what you think about, how you feel about it, and
what you plan to do about it.

f. The date I will complete the above actions (a-e) is

2. One week after the above data (date in 1:0 perform,the following actions:

a. Tape record an interview.

b. Rate your performance using the Self-Rating Forms on pages 167-178 of yourWorkbook.

c. Listen to the tape and classify each of your responses utilizing the Interaction Techniques
Classification Forma Worksheet on age 178 of your Workbook.

d. Do a profile of your interaction style on page 179 of your Workbook.

,e. Analyze your performance in terms of what you think about, how you feel about it, and
what you plan to do about it.

f. The date I will complete the above actions (a-e) is

3. Two weeks after the above date (date in 2:0 perform the following actions:

a. Tape record an interview.

b. Rate your performance usingthe Self-Rating Forms on pages 180-189 of Workbook.

c. Listen to the tape and classify each of your responses utilizing the Interaction Techniques
Classification Form: Worksheet on page 190 of your Workbook.

d. Do a profile of your interaction style on page 191 of your Workbook.

e. Analyze your performance in terms of what you think about, how you feel allt ut it, and
what you plan to do about it.

A The date I will complete the above actions (a-e) is

4. Ae completion of Steps 1, 2, & 3 corrpletes the Systematic Interviewing Skills Training
process. However, we strongly encoure and urge you to continue the self-monitoring

process by periodical recordingyoUr interviews and assessing your performance,

Remember:
Strive to be Atypical!
Rise Above the Norm!

Be Exceptional!

- Good Luck,
Happy Interviewing

147
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e Systemcdte Interview Programmin Self- Assessment Guide
Part I - Attracting The Interviewee

hen I made the appointment for the-person I just interviewed, I perforrted the following
havior

No N/A
r

4,

1. Considered carefully the mode of communication (whether
phone, written, or in person) that was most appropriate for the
person being invited.

2. Considered carefully to whom the invitation was extended (inter-
viewee, parents, guardian, spouse, etc.)

3. Made sure the person knew exactly who the. interview was with. I
identified myself and my agency/organization clearly.

4. Informed the person of what would happen. I slated the type of
interview the person was being requested to come for (i.e., this is an
initial screening interview).

5. informed the person of where the interview would take place. I was
very precise in stating the interview location.

6. Infoimed the person of how to get to the interview. I gave precise
directions of how to get to my location.

7. Informed the person of when the interview would take place. Time
and date were included in the invitation.

8. Informed the person of the general purpose or the why of the inter- 4
View. I stated exactly why the person wys being extended an
invitation (i.e., "To talk about how this agency may help you.")

9. Encouraged the persbn to appear by presenting a pers rCrintrea-
sons I stressed the benefits or advantages to the person of attend--
ing the interview.

10. Followed-up. I reminded the person of the interview just before the
scheduled date.

148
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The Systematic Interview Programming Self-Assessment Guide

Part II - Planning The interview

Considering the interview I just completed, I .performed the following behaviors ,

Yes No NbeL..._

41,

.44

)
1. I developed a general "game plan" which guided my activities

&ring the interview.

2. I had a systematic format which I followed when developing my
general "game plan."

3: When formulatin4 my plan, I focused both on thecc(dntent ofIt
inte434'ei__,,, such as topics tit needed to be , and process
or how I would go about discussing those tics.

4. I developed specific objectives for this interviewee.

5. I deieloped my interview objectives anCtistrateples in written form.

6. I reviewed those objectives prior to the interviewee arriving.

7. 1 informed the.interviewee of the interview objectives.

8. I allowed my general and pre-interview objectives to be moderat-
. ed by moment-to-Moment objectives that developed during the

course of the interview.

-9. I dgnot become so involved in the content of forms that I missed
what was really being communicated during,the interview. I was
aware of what was happening with the interviewee and resporoeP
appropriately!

10. I was flexible. I did not rigidly and inflexibly impose my "game
plan" on the interviewee.

pt
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TheAystematic InterView Programming.Self-Assessment Guide
P?wlill - Structuring The Interview Setting

Prior to the interview I just completed, I performed the following behaviors . .

Yes No WA 4

1. Arranged furature so as not.to have physicql barriers between the
and the infeNiewee.

2. Had chairs of same or similar type and of equal height.

3. Made sure the furniture was as comfortable as posible.

4. Controlled noise or distracting variables such as phone calls,
knocks at the door, outside noise, etc.

5. Provided a meeting placewhere confidentiality could be assured.

6. Put away things I did not wish the person to see.

7. Controlled temperVu' re within the interview setting.

8. Controlled lighting *thin the interview setting.

9. Made sufe the interview setting was accessible.

10. Structured the interview time so that sufficient time was allowed to ei

achieve my objeptives.

s
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Interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide
Part 1- Non-Verbal Behavior Check List

During the interview jusi completed, I performed the following behaviors .

Yes No N/A

r

1--

0

4 9

7--

1. Put aside what I was doing4nd gave the interviewee my full
attention.

2. Established a proper and comfortable distance between me and
the person.

3. Face the person squdply, Right shoulder opposite the person's
left shoulder and left shoulder opposite the person's right.

4. Leaned.or rotated my body toward the peison.

5. Developed and maintained eye contact.

6. Assumed and maintained an "open" posture by avoiding crossing
my legs, folding my arms, etc.

7. Maintained a relaxed manner while avoiding a rigid posture.

8. Refrained from making distracting movements such as fidgeting.

9: Cooked at the person's positioning._ "40 , Looked at the person's grooming

.11. Looked at the person's level of activity.

12. Looked at the person's facial expressions._ 13. Looked for f gs expressed by the interviewee.

14. Looked for patterns in the person's non-verbal communication.

15. Developed hypotheses based on my observations to be checked
. out with the interviewee.

16. Resisted internal distractions. I listened with a clear and open mind
and did not think about extraneous things.

17. Initially suspended judgement. ,

1B. Had goals for listening. I knew exactly what I was listening for.

19. Listened to the actyal words of the person that described the
situation he/she was talking about; what he/she actually saw,
heard, sensed, etc.

20. Listened for o description of what the person said to him/herself
about the situation.

21. Listened for the way.the person felt.

_.:..... 22. Listened for the person's description of his/her behavioral actions
in the situation; what overt action he/she actually did or d not
perfbrm.

.
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23. Listened for the person's motives or intentions in the situation.

24. Listenefor the person's majo- area of concern.

25. Listened for common themes expressed by the person.

26. Listened to the person's tone (i)f voice: volume, intensity, rapidity,
etc.

27, Listened for any inconsistencids in the person's communication.

28. Communicated my attentiveness with varied facial expressions,
smiling, nodding head, hand gestures, etc.

29. Waited before respowling verbally. During this "wait period" I
systematically labeled, organized, and described to myself what I
had observed and heard. For example, I described in my own
mind, the event the person was talking about, what he/she said to
him/herself about that event, any feelings experienced, and the
overt actions peyormed by the person while focusing on his/her
major area of concern.

30. I thought about the'verbal respoNe to make to the person and
chose the most facilitative one that would best help me achieve
my objectives for the interview.

I
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Interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide
Part II - Verbal Responding Check List

. During the interview just completed, I performed the following behaviors .. .

Yes No N/A

1. Opened the interview with an open-ended question or statement
that focused on the concerns of the interviewee.

2. Allowed the person ds many alternatives for self-expression as
possible by making open -ended questions and statements, re-
flecting my understanding of what person said,, and used short
verbal responses such as "uh-huh," "yes," etc. that encouraged
the person to continue talking.

3. Freely utilized open-ended responses, such as exploratory-focus,
check, and continue responses to build, strengthen, and maintain
a positive relationship. .

4 Avoided excessive use of responses that called for short, quick,
interviewee responses that tend to curtail his/her perceptual field
and elaboration of topics

5 Consciously attempted to establish an early pattern of responding
that facilitated the interviewee's expression and predominately
used the open-ended responses of exploratory-focus, check, and
continue and avoided predominately using closed-ended ques-
tions. <

6. COMmunicated my attentiveness, concern, and involvement by
practicing the effective non-verbal techniques Of positioning,
observing, listening, and frequently made verbal continue re-.
sponses.

. . t
7. Avoided the use of qubstions as my only tool for gathering infor-

mation.

8. Broke unprdductive pauses with exploratory-focus and check
responses.

9. Used restricted-fOcus respOnses only to collect specific bits of
'required information or to appropriately narrow the area of
discussion.

10. Often communicated my understanding of what the person was
saying with check responses.

11. Often communicated my understanding of what the perscin was
experiencing.

12. Frequently verbalized what I thought the person was communi-
cating.

13. Had a matter-of-fact attitude and tone of voice when giving objec-
tive and fqctual information.

14. Used language the interviewee undersfoOd and avoided jargon
and confusing terminology.
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15. Avoided presenting too much information at one shot "

16. Provided information in a well-timed fashion.

17. Made sure the interviewee understood the information I provided.

18. Used supportive, self-disclosure, etc. responses when called for

19. Avoided giving,ihappropriate advice

20. Avoided responses that communicated low levels of respect and
negative regard.
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Information Dissemination telf-Assessment Form

Directions:
. ,

The fist eight items are.to,be completed by you prior to the interview Simply list the infor-

mation you want to give the interviewee during the interview.

Following the interview check the appropriate space to indicate your performance d(
each item

a

During the interview just completed I performed the following.

Yes No N/A

1. Informed the interviewee of

2 Informed the interviewee of

. 3 Informed the interviewee of

4 Explained

5. Explained

6 Gave the interviewee the following information

7. Gave.the interviewee the following information

8. Gave thp interviewee the following information

9. Made every effort to ensure that the information I gave was for the

purpose of promoting independence and involvement.

10. Communicated informatiOn at the interviewee's level of under-

_ standing.

11. Avoided presenting too much information at "one shot."

12. Provided information in a well-timed fashion..

13. Made sure the interviewee had understood the information:
provided:

14. Summarized thb significant content of the interview discussion as
the interview approached its end.
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Information Collection Self-Assessment Form
Part I - Topic Disct4sion

Directions:

Prior to the Interview, list the Information Collection Topics you want to cover with the
interviewee

Following. the interview check the topics you actually discussed.

Discussed I Discussed II Discussed III
1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

7 7 7

8 8 8

9 9 9

10 10 10

Discussed I Discussed II Discussed 111'

1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

7 7
8' 8 -

o

9 9 9

10 10 10
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, Information Collection Self-AssessMent Guide
Part II - Collection Style

During the interview just completed, I did the following:

Yes No N/A

1. Reviewed all available pre-interview infor ation on the interviewee
prior to the interview.

2 Followed a systematic plan that included a list of topics to be
discussed with the interviewee.

3. Collected only that informption which helped me develop an
understanding of the person.

4 Knew what information was important and what was not.

5. Avoided o "facts with minimum meaning" information collection
approach.

6. Explored the interviewee'r feelings, actions, and thinking that
related to the facts being gathered

7. Systematically explored all relevant topics in depth.

8. Avoided cf "shotgun" approach.

9. Asked myself covert questions thasured indepth exploration of
topics. >

10. Used'questions in moderation

11. Did not ask for inforpation which I olreacty had.

12. Remained flexible.

15?

,e
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Interaction Techniques Classifitation Form: Worksheet
My Responses in an Actual Interview

Date.

Type of Response

.

.

V

. --.

.

I,

Conffnue

.

,.

. .

.

.

. tr

.

Restricted-
Focus

,

a

A

Exploratory-
Focus

..

.

41P

. . .

.

. ...

Check

-.,

C

.

.

Declarative

.

.

,

.

Self-
'Expressive,

so

,.

. ,
v

- ... - .
li ,te

Interpretive

.
.

.

.

Total I
Percent
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\. \
Interview Profile

My Responses in an Actual Interview Date.

Percent ., Information Collection Information Dissemination

100

90

.
. . . ,

*
.

.

80

.

.

70

. .

.
.

60
...

.

50

40
,

.

,_ .

.

30

.

.

20
, .

,
.

'4%.

.
.,

. . .

.
_ .

0 '

Continue Restricted
Focus

Exploratory-
Focus

Check Declarative 1 -' Self'
Expretsive

Interpretive

A

,

x

4
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The Systematic Interview Programming Self-Astessment Guide
Part I - Attracting The Intenfiewee

When I made the a_ ppointMent for the wrson I just interviewed, I performed the following
behavior

Yes No N/A

Considered carefully the mode of communication (whether
phone, written, or in person) that was mostnappropriate for the
person being invited.

2. Considered carefully to whom the invitation was extended (inter-
viewee, parents, guardian, spouse, etc ) .

3. Made sure the person knew exactly who theintervjew was with. I
identified myself and my agency/organization Clearly.

4. Informed the person of what would happen. I st cited the type of
Interview the person was being requested to come or (i.e., this is an
initial screening interview).

5. Informed the person of where the interview would take place. I was
very precise in stating the interview location.

6. Informe he person of how to get to the interview I gave precise
directio f how to get to my location. .

.

7 InforM the person of when the interview would take place Time
and date were included in the invitation.

8 Informed the person of the general purpose or the why of the inter-
view. I stated exactly why the 'person was being extended an invi-

,/ lotion (i.e., "To talk about how this agencX may help you '')

9. Encouraged the person to appear V/ resenting a ,persond
reason. I stressed the benefits or advlin ges to the person of
attending the interview. ..

10. Followed-up. I iemindecl-the persona -of the interview just before the
scheduled date.

160
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The Systematic Interview Programming Self-Asiessment Guide
. Part II - Planning The Interview -

Considering the inteiview I st cmleted, I performed the following behavi
Yes No N/A

4.

1. I developed a Oeneral "game plan" which guided my activities
during the interview.

2. I had a systematic format which I followed when developing my
general "game plan."

3 WhenJormulating my plan, I focused both on the content of the
interview, such as topics that needed to be discussed,ond pro-
cess or how I would go about discussing those topics.

4 I developed specific objectives for this interviewee.

5' I developed my interview objectives and strategies in written form

6 I reviewed those objectives prior to the interviewee arriving.

7 I informed the interviewee of the interview objectives

8 1 allowed my general and pre-interview objectives to be moderat-
ed by moment-to-moment objectives that developed during the
course of the interview

9

9 I did not become so involved in tie content of forms that I missed
what was really being communicated during the interview I was
aware of what was happening with the interviewee and responded
appropriately

-10 I was flexible I did not rigidly and inflexibly impose my "game
plan" on the interviewee

161
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The Systematic Interview ProgramMing Self-Assessment Guide
Part III -. Structuring The Interview-Setting:

Prior to the interview I just.completed, I performed the follOving behaviors . .

Yes No 'N/A

170

1. Arranged furniture so as not to have physical barriers between me
and.the interviewee

2. Had chairs of same or similar type and of equal height

3 Made sure the furniture was as comfortable as possible

4. Controlled noise or distracting variables such as phone- calls,

knocks at the door, outside noise, etc

5 Provided a meeting place where confidentiality could be agSured

6 Put away things I did notsish the person to see

introlled temperature within the interview setting.

8 Controlled lighting within the inteMew setting

9. Made sure interview setting was accessible I
10. Structured the interview time so that sufficient time was allowed to

achieve my objectiveS-

162
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Interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide
Part I - Non-Verbal Behavior Check List

During the interview just completed, I performed the following behaviors ...,
-

Yes No N/A

1. Put aside what I was doing and gavethe intefviewegtmy full
attentiom

2. Established a, proper and comfortable distance between me and
the person,

3. Faced the persdn squarely. Right shoulder opposite the person's
left shoulder and left shoulder oppOsite the person's right.

,4. Leaned or rotated my body toward the person.-

5. Developed and Maintained eye contact.
. .

6. Assumed and maintained an "open" posture by avoiding crossing
my legs, folding my arms, etc,

7. Maintained a relaxeNanner while avoiding a rigid pests re.. s

8. Refrained from making distracting movements such as fidgeting.

9. Looked .at the person's positioning.

10. Looked at the person's grooming. ,. .
./11. Looked at' the, personas level of activity.

12. Looked at the-poison's facial expressions.,
;

131 Looked for feelings expressed by theeint 0.0

,
.14. Looked for patterns in the persOn's non-verldal munication.

k
..

. LIN 15 Developed hypoTeses barciconrnyobservations to be checked
. .* . ,

., out with the intetyjewee: q ;
16. Resisted internal Atrciotions. Idistehed wiiia clear aha dpen mind

and did not think about extraneous things.
.

17: Initially suspenCiejudgemZnt.,, .
.-

,
..7.._.:6 '....___ ._ i'lellad goals for Jistening. I knew elictly,what I was listening for.

,

..'

19. Listen tct the actual words of the person that described the
sittuatiork he /she as talking 'about; what he/she actually saw,,

hLlitd, sensedN'etc.
1

/

20. Listen4crfOr a description of,v4at the perion said to him/herself
''s ; 'aboutpe situation. °

. ,

/ .,

71. Li red for the way the person fejt. '-7- -. ,.. ,,,..

.......,___ _, 2T.listened -,for the' persons description othii/heF behbvioral actions.

..

., in the situation;- "hat overt action he/she dctually did or did not
perform.

1q s . . . .
. .

--
'

1

.111,

:
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_ 23. Listened for the person's motives or intentions in the situation.

9 - 24. Listened fOr the person's major area of concern.

Listened for common themes expressed by the pens

-4 - 26. Listened to the person's tone of voice; volume, intensity, rapidity,
4

:-,tstecr

etc.

27. Listened for any inconsistencies in the person's communication.

28. Communicated my attentiveness with varied facial expressions,
smiling, nodding_ head, hand gestures, etc. .

29. Waited before reSpooding verbally. During this "vola period" I
systematically labeled, organized, and described to myself what
I had observed and heard. For example, I described in my,own
mind, the event theperson was talking about, what he/she said to
him/herself about that event, any feelings experienced, and the
overt actions performed by the person while focusing on his/her
ingjoiareaof concern.

30. I thdught about the verbal response-to make to the person and
chose the most. facilitative one that would best help me achieve
my objectives for the interview.,

".

<9;

O

t
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Interaction Techniques, Self- Rating Guide
Part II - 1,1,r1Dal Responding Check List

During the interview just completed,11 performed the following behaviors ...

Yes No N/A

O

.1

1 Opened the interview with an open-ended question or statement
that focused on the concerns of the interviewee.

2. Allowed the person as many alternatilies for self-expression as
.possible by making open-ended questions and statements, re-
flecting my understanding of what person said, and used short -

verbal responses such as "uti-huh," "yes," etc. that encoura0d
the person to continue talking.°

3. Freely utilized open-ended responses, .such. as exploratory-focus,
check, and continue responses to build, strengthen, and maintain
a positive relationship.

'4 'Avoided excessive use of responses that called for short, quick,
interviewee responses that tend to curtail his/her perceptual field
and elaboration of topics.

5. Consciously attempted to establish an early pattern of responding
that' facilitated the interviewee's expression and predominately
Used the open-ended responses of exploratory- focus, check, and
continue and avoided predominately using closed-ended ques-
tions.

6. Com, nunicateix my attentiveness; concern, and involvement by
practicing the effective non-verbal techniques of positioning,.
otAKving, listening, and frequently made verbal continue re-
sponses.

7, Avoided the use of questions as niy only tool for gatheringlinfor-
matibn.

8. Woke. unproductive pauses with exploratory-focus and check
responses. -

9. Used restricted-focus responses only to collect specific bits of
required inforeriatione appropriately arrow the area of dis-

'--cussion.

101 Often communicated my understand' g of what the person was
saying with check responses.

11. Often communicated my understanding of what the person was
experiencing.

12. Frequently verbalized what I ,thought the person wasyfiommumi-
cating..

-165
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t

13. Had a matter-of-fact attitude and tone of voicewhen giving objec-
tive and factual information

14 Used language the interviewee understood and avoided jargon
and confusing terminology.

15 Avoided presenting too much information at "one shot."

16 Provided information in a well-timed fashion.

17. Made sure the interviewee understood the information I provided.

18. Used supportive, self-disclosure, etc responses when called, for.

19. Avoided giving inappropriate advice.

20. Avoided responses that communicated low levels of respebt and
negative regard.

I

16f
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Informationgssemination Self-Assessment Form
o

4

Directions':
- The first eight items are to be completed by you prior to the interview Simply list the infor-
matioh you want to give the interviewee during the interview.

FollovIng the interview check the appropriate space to indicate your performance of
each item.

DUring the interview just completed, I performed the following:

Yes. No N/A.

1 Informed the interviewee of

2. Informed the interviewee of

3 Informed the interviewee of 4,

4 Explained

5 Explained

6 Gave the interviewee the following information
Ob.

7. Gave the interviewee the following information

8 Gave the interviewee the following information

9. Made every effort to ensure that the information-t gave wbs for the
purpose of promoting independence and involvement

10 Communicated informatibh at the interviewee's level of under-
standing

11. Avoided presenting too much informati6h at "one shot

12 Provided information in a well-timed fashion.

13. Made sure the 'Interviewee had understood the information pro-
vided

14 Summarized the significant content ofthe interview discussion as
the interview approached its end.

167
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. Information Collection pelfAssessment Form
Part I Topic biscussion

Directions:

Prior to the Interview, list the Information Collection Topics you want to cover with the
interviewee

Following the interview check the topics you actually discussed.

Discussed I Dioussed II Discussed III

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5, 5

6 6 6

7 7 7

8 _t_ 8 8

9 9 9

10 10 10

Discussed I Discussed II Discussed III

1 1 1

2 -2 2

3 3

_____

3

4

_
4

_____

4

5 5

____
5

6 6 6

7

_
7

_____

7

8 8 8

9 9 9

10 c 10 __.....L1 0
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Information Collection Self-Assessment Guide
Part II - Collection Style

During the interview lust completed, I did the following:

Yes No # N/A

e

1. Reviewed all available pre-intervieW information on the interviewee
prior to the interview.

2. Followed a systematic plan that included a list of topids to be
. discussed with the interviewee.

3. Colledted only that information which helped me develop an
understanding of the:person.

4. Knew what information was important arid what was not.

5. Avoided a "facts with minimum meaning" information collection
approach

6. Explored the interviewee's feelings, actions, and thinking that re-
lated to the facts being gathered. te-

7. Systematically explored all relevant topics in depth

8. Avoided a "shotgun" approach.

Asked myself covert questions that insured indepth exploration of
topics.

10. Used questions in moderation.

11. Did not ask for information which I already had.

12. Remained flexible.

169
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Interaction Techniques Classification Form: Worksheet
My Responses in an Actual Interview

Date.

.

.

,

.

Type of Response

Continue Restricted-
Focus

,

.

Exploratory-
Focus

.

..

Check'

.

,..

.

Declarative

.

Self-
Expressive

.

.

,

,

-

Interpretive

eril

.

,f

.

%

.

.

Total

Percent

.

i



Percent

Interview Profile
MI/Interview-Profile in an Actual Interview, Date.

Information Collection Information Dissemination

old .

,
.

100

.
90 .

9_0

70

60

50 .

40

.,
.

30

20

10 _

0

..
Continue Restricted-

Focus
_Exploratory-

Focus
Check Declarative Seif'

Expressive
Interpretive
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The Systematic Interview Programming Self-Assessment Guide
Part I s- Attracting The Interviewee

When I made the appointment for the person I just interviewed, I performed the following
behaviors . . .

. I.

Yes No N/A .

1. Considered carefully the mode of communication' (whether--r-
phone, written, or in person) that was most appropriate for the
person being invited.

2. Considered carefully to whom the invitation was extended (inter=
viewee, parents, guardian, spouse, etc.). 3. Made sure the person knew exactly who the interview was with.
I identified mtqself and my agency/organization clearly.. , ..,

4. Wormed the person of what would happen. I stated the type of
-,. interview the person was being requested to come for (i.e., this is an

El 4 initial screening interview). .,

5. Informed the person of where the interview would take place. I was
very precisein stating the interview location.

4

ik I ormed the person of how to get to the interview. I gave prec ise
ections of how to get to my location.,

7. Informed the person of when the interview would take place. Time
and date were included in the inVitalion.

8. Informed the person of the general purpose or the why of the inter-
view. I stated exactly why the perspn was being extended an invi-
tation (i.e., "To talk about how this agency may help you,")

9. Encouraged the person to appear by presenting a personal rea-
son I stressed the benefits or advantages to the person of offend-
ing the interview. t,

10. Followed-up. I reminded the person of the interview just before'the
scheduled date.

c

L
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The Systematic Interview Programming Self-Assessment Guide
Part II - Planning The Interview

Considering the interview I just completed, I performed the following behaviors :. .

Yes No N/A

1. I developed a general ,"game plan" which guided my activities
during the interview. ,

2. I had a systematic format which I followed when developing my
general "gbrne plan."

3. When formulating my plan, I focused both on the content of the
interview, such as topics that needed to be discussed, and process
or how I would-go about discussing those topics.

4. I developed specific objectives for this interviewee.

5. I developed my interview objectives and'st?ategies in written form.

6. I reviewed those objectives prior, to the interviewee arriving.

7. I informed the interviewee of the interview objectives.

8. I allowed my general and pre-interview objectives to be moderat-
ed by moment-to-moment objectives thit developed during the
course'of the interview.

9. I did not become 4o involved in the content of forms that I missed
what was really being communicated during the interview. I was
aware sewhat was happening with the interviewee and responded
appropriately.

10. I was flexiOle. I did not rigidly and inflexibly impose my "game plan"
on the interviewee.

1 73
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The Systematic Interview Programming Self-Assessment Guide
Part III - Structuring The Interview Setting

. r
Prior to the interview I just completed, I performed the following behaviors .

Yes No N/A .:

-L-

1. Arranged furniture so as not to have physical barriers between me
and the interviewee.

2. Had chairs of same or similar type and of equal height.

3. Mad4e sure the furniture was as comfortable as possible.

4. Controlled noise or distracting variables such as phone calls,
knocks at the door, outside noise, etc.

5. Provided a meeting place where confidentiality could be assured.

6. Put away things I did not wish the person to see.

7. Controlled temperature withinthe interview setting.

8. Controlled lighting within the interview setting:

9. Made sure the inteliview setting ccessible.

10. Structured the interview time so th cientttime was allowed,to
achieve my objectives.

17:4-
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Interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide
Part 1 - Non-Verbal Behavior Check List

Durinb the interviewlust completed, I performed the following behaviors .. .,

Yes No N/A
:,

1, Put aside what I was doing,and gave the interviewee my/full
attention. >

2. Established a proper and comfortable distance between me and
/ , the person.

3. Facci the person squarely. Right shoulder opposite the person's
left shoulder and left shoulder opposite the person's right..

. .

4: Leaned or rotated my body toward the person.

5. Developed and maintained eye contact. -

,-- 6. Assumed and maintained an "open" pOsture by avoiding crossing
my legs, folding my arms, etc.

7. Maintained a relaxed manner Ile avoiding a rigid posture.
. .

8. Refrained from making distr cting movements such as fidgeting.

9. Looked di- the person's positiOning.

.10. 'Looked,at the person's grooming.

11. Looked cit the person's level of activity.

11 Looked at the person's facial expressions:

13. Looked for feelings expressed by the interviewee.

14. Looked for patterns in the person's non verbal

15. Developed hypotheses based on my obseivatiOns to be checked
'out with the interviewee.

'16. Resisted ii"itemal distractions. I littened with a clear and open mind
and did not thinkoabout extraneous` things,

It

. fr

' -....'
'...

,
i

17. Initially suspended judgement.

18. Had goals for-lisfening.-I knew exactly wpat I was listening for.

19. Listened..to the actual words of the person that described the
situation he/she was talking about; -what he/she actually' saw,
heard, sensed, etc. ,

20. Listened for a description of what the person said to him/herself
about the situation. ..

.

21. LWened for the way the person felt:

22. Listened for the persOn's description of his/her behavioral actions
in the situation; what overt action he/she actually did or did not
perform.

(-\
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V

23. Listened for the person's motives or intentions in the situation.

24. -Listened for the person's major area of concern.

;25. Listened for common themes expressed by the person.

26. Listened to the person's tone of voice; volume, intensiiy,,rapiaify,
etc.

Listened for any inconsistencies in the person's communication.
(

28. Communicated /fly atterativeness with varied facial expressions,
/".

smiling, nodding head, hand gestures, etc.

29. Waited before responding verbally. During this "wait period" I
systematically labeled, organized, and described to myself what I
had observed and heard. For example, I. described in my own
mind, the event the person was talking about, what he/she said to

. him/herself abouthat event, any feelingsexpen nced, and the
()yea actions performed by the person while feedsing on his/her

,` major area of concern.

4).

30 I thought about the verbal response to make to the persbn and
chose the most facilitative one that would best help me achieve
my objectives for the interview.

r
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Interaction Techniques Selkating Guide

Pait II - Verbal Responding ClieCic List
.4, .

During the interview just completed, I performed the following behaviors .. .

a 4 ,
Yes No N/A %,

, 0
i .1

0

"......._ 1 Opened the interview with an open-erlded question or statement
that focused on the poncems of the interviewee.,

2. Allowed the pars& as many alternatiiies for self-expression as
'possible r;,/ making open-ended questions and statements, re-

d flecting my understanding of what person_said, and used short
verbal responses such as ::uh-huh," "yes," etc. that encouraged
the person to continue talking.
, , ,

3. Freely utilized Open-ended,responses, such as exploratory focus,
check, and continue responses tobuild,,strengthen, and maintain
a positive relationship. 40

4. Avoided excessive use of responses that called for short, quick,
r . 0 interviewee responses 'that tend to curtail his/her perceptual field

" and elaboration of topics. .

ti

o.

5. Consciouly attempted to establish an early pattern of responding
that- facilitated the interviewee's expression and predominately
used the open-ended responses of exploratory-focus, check, and
continueand avoided predominately using closed-ended ques-
tions.

6 Communtcated my attentiveness, concern, and invotverr(ent by
practicing the effective non-verbal techniques of positioning,
obsawing, listening, and frequently made verbal continue re-
sponses.

7. Avoided the use of questions as my only tool fOr gathering infor-

'0,t,4 mation.

0

Et'. Broke unproductive pauses with ,exploratory-focus and check
..responses.

9:Used restricted-focus responses only to collect specific bits of
required information or to appropriately narrow the area of dis-

-cvaion.
1i. Often communicated my understanding of what the person was

saying with check responses.

..11. Often communicated my, understanding of what the person was
experiencing

12. Freouently verbalized what I thought the person was communi-
.7 =ling.

. 177
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1

13 Had a matter-of-fact attitude and tone of voice when giving objec- .

five and factual information.

14. Used language the interviewee understood and avoi edjargon
and confusing termindfogy.

15. Avoided presenting too much information at "one shot."

16. Provided informatiowifi a well-timed fdshion.

. 17. Made sure-the interviewee understood the information I provided,

18. Used supportive, self-disclosure, etc. responses when called for.

19. Avoided giving inappropriate advice. c:3

20. Avoided responses that communicated low levels of respect and
negative regard.

AO
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Infornk n Dissemination Self-Assessment-form-

:;
Thefirst eight items tire to be completed by you prior to the interview. Simply list the infor-
ation you Want to give the interviewee ,during the interview.

,Fallowing the interview check the appropriate space to indicate your performcce of
each item.

uring the interview just cofripleted I performed the following:

Yes Ne N/A 0-4°

- 1. Informed the 'interviewee of

2. Informed the interyiewe -

3. Informed the interviewee of

4. Explained

'i5. Explained

6. Gave the interviel7ee the following information
%.

7. Gave the interviewee the following information

=I .8. Gave the interviewee the followinginloirnation

9. Made every effort endure that the information I gave was for
the purpose bfpromoting independence and involvement.

*10: qmrnunicated infoirnation at the interviewee's level of under-
standing. t

1'

11.Vsvoidedrpresenting too much information af"an8I.Shot."

12. Provideclinformation in a well-f ed fashion..

13. Made *.sure the' interviewee half understOod the infOrrnatiOn .
Provided:

_.: 14: lurnmarized the significant content oftheinterview discussion as
I ttlq infer iew approachectts end.
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Information Collection Self-Asse4ment Form
Part I - T6pic Discussion

Directions: f
Prior to the Interview, list the Information Collection Topics you want to cover with the

Interviewee. 3,

Following the interview check the topics you actually discussed.

'Discussed I Discussed II Discussed, III

1
)

1 ._..... 4
.

2 2 2. .
3 3 3

4 4 4'
5 5

______

5

6 6

______
I 6

7 7 7

8 8 Of____ 0
9 9 9

10 10 10 -

-J .

Discussed I Discussed 41 Discussed III

1 1 1

2 2 2

0.-1 3 3 3

4 4 4 .41`

I
5 5_ 5

6 6 6 .
7 7 7

8 8

9 9 9
6
10 10
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InfoiMation Collet:tem Self-Assessment Guide
Pert H - Collection. Style

During the interview just completed, I did the following:

Yes No N/A

1. Reviewed 011 available pre-interview information on the interviewee
prier to the interview..

2. F011owed a systematic plan that included a list of topics-to be
discussed with the interviewee.

3. Collected only that in(ormation which helped me develop an

cr

-Yr

;.. understanding of the person.
/4. Knew what informatio was importaht and what was not. .

5. Avoided a "facts wit inimum meaning" information collection
approach. ,

6. Explored the interviewee's feelings, actions, and thinking hat
related to the facts being gathered.

7. Systematically explored all relevant topics in depth. .4

8. Avpideq a "shotgun"
e

approach. - c

9. Asked myself covert questions that insured indepth exploration of
topics. .

10. Used questions in moderation. if
1.1. Did not ask for information which I already had.

12. Remained flexible.

- *
41B,

IS<

*

11; 4 t.- /, .__. ..e

e eP

e

.-

- 1

0

-!
0 .
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Interview Profile
My interview Profile in an Aclual,inferview Date.

Percent Information Collection Information Dissemination
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